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CHALLgNGE: RECOMMEND AND TRY TO HAVE A CHANGE MADE THAT WILL IMPROVE THE SAFETY AND
CONVENIENCE OF A PEDESTRIAN CROSSING NEAR YOUR SCHOOL.
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Preface'

The USMES ProjeA

1

;

Unified Sciendes and Mathematics for Elementary Schools:
Mathematics and the Natdral; Social, and Communications
Sciences in Real Problem Solving !USMES) was formed in re-
sponse.to the recommendations of the 1967 Cambridge Con-
ference on the Correlation of Science and Mathematics in the

Schools.* Since.its incepClon in 1970, USMES hfs been
funded by the National Science Foundation to develop and ..

carry out field trials of interdisciplinary units centered'
on long-range investigations of real and practical problems

(or "challenges") taken from the local school/community

environment. School planners can use these units to design

a flexible curriculum for grades one through eight in which

real problem solving plays an important role.
Development and field trials were carried ohm by teachers

and students in the classroom with the assistance of univer-
sity specialists at workshops and at occasional other meet-.

ings. The work,was coordinated by a staff at the Education

Development Center in Newton, Massachusetts. In addition,

the staff at EDC coordinatedAmplementation programa in-
volving schools, districts, and colleges that are carrying
out local USMES implementation prOgrama for teachers and

schools in their area.
Trial editions of the following units are currently

available:

Advertising
Bicycle Transportation

Classroom, Design

Classroom Management
Consumer Research
Describing People
Designing for Human Proportions
#Design Lab Design
#Eating in School -

Getting There
Growing Plants

Manufacturing
Mass Communications

ix

Nature Trails
Orientatibn
Pedestrian Crossings
Play Area Design and Use

Protecting Property
#School Rules

School Supplies
School Zoo
-Soft Drink Design
Traffic Flow
#Using Free Time
Ways to Learn/Teach
Weather Predictions

*See Goals for the Correlation of Elementary Science and
Mathematics, Houghton Mifflin Co., BOston, 1969.

#Available fall 1976.



iiSMES Resources

IP
In responding to a long-range challenge, the students

and teachers often have need of a wide range of resources.
In fact, all of'the people and materials in the school and
community are important resources for USMES activities.
USMES provides resources in addition to these. One resource

for students is the Design Lab or its classroom equivalent:
using the tools and supplies available, children can follow
through on their ideas Sy constructing measuring tools,
testing apparatus, models, etc. Another resource for stu-

dents is Oe."How To" Cards. Each set of cards gives infor-
mation about a specific problem; the students use a set only,

vben they want help on that particular problim.

1101r
Several types of resources are available for teachers:

thg FSMES-Gdide, a Teacher Resource Book for each challenge,
Back§Tound Papers, a Design Lab Manual, and a Curriculum

Correlation Guide. A complete set of all these written'
materials.comprise what is called the USMES library. This

library, which should be available in each school using
USMES units, contains the following:

1. The USMES Guide'

The USMES -Guide is a compilation of materiali
that may be used for long-range planning of a
curriculum that incorporates the USMES program.
In addition to basic information about the
project, the challenges, and related materials,
it contains charts assessing the strengths of
the various challenges in terms of their pos-
sible subject area content.

2. ''Teacher Resource Books (one for each challenge)

Eachbook conftins a descripLon of the USMtS

approach tio real problem-solving activities,
general information about the particular unit,

edited logs of class activities, other written
materials relevant to the unit, and charts
that indicate the basic skills, processes, and
areas .of study that Mhy be learned and utilized
as students become engaged in certain possible
activities.

3. Design Lab Manual

This contains sections On the style of Design Lab
activities, safety considerations, and an inventory

/
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of tools and supplies. Because many "hands-on"

Activities may take place in the classroom,.
the Design Lab Manual,should be made available
to each USMES teacher.

4.- "How To" Cards

'These short sets of cards provide information
to students about specific problems that may
arise during USMES units. Particular compute-

. tion, graphing, and construction problemi are

. discussed. A complete list of the "How To" '

Cards can be found in the USMES Guide. ,

5. Background Papers

These papers are written to provide information
for the teachers on technical problems that
might arise as students carry on various inves-
tigations. A comiplete list of the Background

Papers can be found in the USMES Guide.

6. Currlculum Correlation Guide

This volume is intended to coordinate other
curriculum materials with the Teacher Resource
Books and to provide the teacher with the means
to integrate USMES easily into'other school
activities and lessons.

The preceding/Materials are described in brief in the

USMES brochure, which can be used by teachers and adminis-
trators to disseminate information about the program to the

local community. A variety of.other disseminationAnd im-
plementation materials are also available for individuals
and groups involved in local implementation prograis. They

include Preparing People for USMES: An Implementation
Resource Book, the USMES slide/tape show, the Design Lab
slide/tape show, the Design Lab'brochure, the,USMES newslet-
ter, videotapes of classroom activities, a general report on
evaluation results, a map showing the locations of schools
conducting local implementation of USMES, e rist of experi-
enced USMES teachers and university consultants, and news-
paper and magazine articles.

Besides the contributors listed at the beginning of the

book, we are deeply indebted to the many elementary school
1
41.
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children Whose investigations of the challenge form the

basis for this book. Without their efforts this book would

not have been possible. Many thanks to the Planning Commit-

tee for their years of service and advice. Many thanks also

to other members of the USMES staff for their suggestions

and advice and for their help in staffing and organizing the

development workshops. Special thanks also go to Christopher

Hale for his efforts as Project Manager during the develop-

ment of this book.

4

Because Tri-Wall was the only readily available brand of

three-layered cardboard at the time the project began, USMES
has used it at workshops and in schools; consequently, ref-
erences to Tri-Wall can be found throughout the Teacher Re-

source Books. The addresses of companies that supply three-
layered cardboard can be found in the Design Lab Manual.
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Introduction

Using the Teacher Resource Book

r)(1
40 0,1
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1

When teachers try a new curriculum for the firsetime,
they need to understand the philosophy behind the curriculum.
The USMES approach to student-initiated,investigations of
real problems is outlined in section A of this Teacher Me-
source Book.

Section B starts with a brief overview of possible stu-
dent activitiesAvising from the challenge; comments on pre-
requisite skillS are included. Following that is a discus-
sion of the classroom strategy for USMES real problem-
solving activities, including introduction of the challenge,
student activity, resources, and Design Lab use. 'Subsequent
pages include a description of the use of the udit in pri-
mary gnades, a flow chart and a composite log that indicate
the range of possible student work, and a list of questions
that the teacher may find useful for focusing the students'
activities on the challenge.

Because students initiate all the activities in responbe
to the challenge and because the work of oneclass may dif-
fer from that undertaken by other classes, teAhers familiar
tfith USMES need to read only sections A and B before'intro-
ducing the challenge to students.

Section C of this book is the dvumentation section.
These edited teachers' logs Show the variety of ways in
which students in different classes have worked at finding
a solution to,the challenge.

Section D. contains a list of the'tifes of relevant sets
of "How To" Cards and brief descriptions of the Background
Papers pertaining to the unit". Also included in section D
is'a glossary of the terms used in the teacher Reignrce Book
and an annotated bibliography.

Section E contains xharts that indicate the comparative

' strengths of the unit in terms of real pro em solving,

mathematics, science, social science, an language artm. It
410-

also contains a.list of explicit exampl of real problem
o'solving and other subject area skills, rocesses, and areas

f study learned and utilized in the unit. These charts andnista are based on documentation of activities that have
4sken place in USMES classes. Knowing ahead of time which
basic skills 'and processes are likely to be utilized, teach-
ets can postpone teaching that part of their regular program
utpil later in Ithe year. At that time students can study
them in the usual way if they have not already learned them
as part of their USMES activities.

ri
4. 1
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A. Real Problem Solving and DIMES

If life were of such a constant nature that
there were only a few chores to do and they were

1

done over and over in exaftly the same way, the
case for knowing how to solve problems would not
be so compelling. All one wouldshave to do would
be to learn how to do the few jobs at the outset%
From then on he could rely on memory-and habit. f

Fortunately--or unfortunately depending upon one's
point of view--life is nat simple and unchanging
Rather it is changing so rapidly that about ill we
can predict is that things will be different in the
future. In such a world the ability to adjust and
to solve one's prlems is of paramount importance.*

- Real Problem Solving USMES is based on the beliefs thae real problem solving 4'

is an impoTtant skill to be learned and that many math,
science, social science, and language arts skills may be
learned morelquickly and easily 'within the cog4Ixt of stu-'
dent investigations of real problems. Real problem solving,

as exemplified by USMES, implies a style of education which
involves students in investigating and solving reA problems.
It provides the bridge between the abstractions ofIlthe

4
school curriculum and the world of the student.,_Eqch_ySMES
unit presents a problem in the form of a challedge that is
interesting to children because it is both real and prac-
tical. The problem is real in several respects: (1) the

problem applies to some aspect of student life in the school
or community, (2) a solution is needed and not presently
known, at least for the particular case in question, (3) the
students must consider the entire situation with all the
accompanying variables and complexities, and (4) the problem
is such that the work done by the students can lead to \some
improvement in the situation. This expectation of use001
accomplishment provides the motivation for children to carry
out the comprehenstve investigations needed to find some
solution to the challenge.

The level at which the children approach the problems,
the investigations that they carry out, and the solutione

*Kenneth D. Henderson and Robert E. Pingry, "Problem-Solving
in Mathematics," in The Learning of Mathematics: Its Theory
and Practice, Twenty-first Yearbook of the National Council
iof Teachers of Mathematics (Washington, D.C.: The Council,
1953), p. 233. , n e)

ifiw 0
. .
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The USIIES Approach

Nthat they devise may vary according to the eFe and ability
of ihe children. However, real problem solving involyes
them, at some level, in all aspectstof.the problem-solving
process: definition of the problem; determination of the
important factors in the problem; observation; measurement;
collection of data; analysis of the data using graphs,
charts, statistics, or,whatever means the students can find;
discussion;Ifoululation and trial of suggested solutions;
clarification of values; decision making; and dommunicit4%ns

of findings oihers. In addition, students become more
inquisitive, more cooperative in working with others, more
eritical in their thinking, more self-reliant, and more in-
terested in helping to improve social conditions.

To learn the process of real problem solving, ihe stu-
dents must encounter, formulate, and find some solution to
complete and realistic problems. The students themselves,
not the teacher, must analyze the problem, choose the vari-
ables that should be investigated, search out the facts, and
judge the correctness of their hypotheses and conclusions.
In real problem-solving activities, the teacher acts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not an authoritative answer-
giver.

The problem is first reworded by students in specific

terms that apply to their school or community, and the
various aspects of the problem are discussed by the class.
The students then suggest approaches to the problem and set

go

priorities for the investigations they plan to-carry out.
A typical USMES class consists of several groups working on
different aspects of the problem. As the groups report
periodically io the class on their progress, new directions
are identified and new task forces are formed as needed.
Thus, work on an USMES challenge provides students with a
"discovery-learning" or "action-oriented" experience.

Real problem solving does not rely solely on the
discovery-learning concept. In the real world people have
access to certain facts and techniques when they recognize-

the need for them. The same should be true in the classroom.'
When the students find that certain facts and skills are
necessary for continuing their investigation, they learn
willingly and quickly in a more directed way to acquire
these facts and skills. Consequently, the students should
have available different resources that they may use as
they recognize the need for them, but they should still be
left with a wide scope to explore their own ideas and
methods.

ci
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Certain infoYmition on specific skills is provided by the

sets of USMES "How To" Cacds. Ths students are referred
only to the set for which they ligkre clearly identified a
need and only when they are unable tO proceed on their own.
Eadh "How To" Cards tltpartiearly indicates the skill in-
volved--"How to Use a Stopwatch," "How to Make a Barlqaph
Picture of Your Data," etc. (A complete list of the "How
To" Cards can be found in Chapter IX of the USMES Guide.)

Another resource provided by USMES is the Design Lab or

its classroom equivalent. The Design Lab provides a cen-
tral location for tools and materials where devices may be
constructed and tested without appreciably diApping other
classroom activities. Ideally, it is a separ room with

space for all necessary supplies and equipment and work
space for the children. However, it may be as small as a
corner of the classroom and may contain only a few tools and
supplies. Since the benefits of real problem solving can be
obtained by the students only411, they have a means to fol-
low up'their ideas, the availability of a Design Lab can be
a very important asset.

Optimally, the operation of the school's Design Lab
should be such as to make it available to the students when-
ever they need it. It should be as free as possible from
set scheduling or programming. The students use the Design
Lab to try out their own ideas and/or to design, construct,
test, and improve many devices initiated by their responses
to the USMES challenges. While this optimum operation of
the Design Lab may not always be possible due to various
limitations, "hands-on" activities may take place in the
classroom even(though a Degign Lab may not be available.
(A detailed discussion of the Design Lab can be found in
Chapter Vrof the USMES Guide, while a comOlete list of "How
To" Cards coveting such Design Lab skilletas sawing, gluing,
nailing, soldering, is contained in Chapter IX.)

Work on all USMES challenges is not only sufficiently
complex to require the collaboration of the whole class but
also diverse enough to enable each student to contribute
according to his/her interest and ability. However, it

should be noted that if fewer than telto twelve students
, from the class are carrying out the i vestigation oE a unit
challenge, the extent of their discovery and learning can be
expected to be less than if more members of the class are
involved. While it is possible for a class to work on two
related units at the same time, in many classes the students
progress better with just one.

The amount of time spent each week working on an USMES
challenge fs crucial to a successful resolution of the

OW 0
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Importance of the Challenge

C) hs

problem. Each challenge is designed so that the various
investigations will take from thirty to forty-five hours, T

depending on the age of the children, before some solution
to the problem is found and some action is taken on'the

results of the investigations. Unless sessions are held at

least two.or three times a week, it is difficult for the
children to maintain their interest and momentum and to be-

com4 involved intensively with the challenge. The length of

each session depends upon the age level of the children and

the nature of tl; challenge. For example, children in the

primary grades may proceed better by working on the challenge

more frequently for shorter periods of time, perhaps fifteen

to twenty minutes, while older children may proceed better--:

by working less frequently for much longer periods of time.-

Student interest and the overall accomplishments of the

class in finding and implementing solutions to the challenge

indicate when the class's general participation in unit

activities should end. (Premature discontinuance of work

on a specific challenge is often due more to wanihg interest

on the part of the teacher than to that of the students.)

However, some students may continue work on a voluntary
basis on one problem, wbile the others-begin to identify
possible approaches to another USMES challenge.

Although individual (or group) discovery and student
initiation of investigations is the process in USMES units,

this does not imply ttte constant encouragement of random

activity. RandomtctisVity has an important place in
children's learning, and opportunities for it should be

made available at various times. During USMES activities,

however% it is believed that children learn to solve real
problems only when their effotts are focused on finding
some soletion to the real and practical problem presented

in the USMES challenge. It has been found that students

are motivated to overcome many difficulties and frustrations

in their efforts to achieve the goal of effecting some
change or at least of ptoviding some useful information to

others. Because the.children's commitment to finding a

solution to the challenge is one of the keys to successful
USMES work, it is extremely important that the challenge be

introduced so that it is accepted by the class as an im-
portant problem to which they are willing to devote.a con-

siderable amount of time.
The challenge not only motivates the children by stating

the problem but also provides them with a criterion for
judging their results. This criterion--if it works, it's

right (or if it helps us find,an answer to our problem, it's

1.0



Role of the Teacher

a good thing to do)--gives the children's ideas and results
a meaning within the context of their goal. Many teachers

have found this concept to be a valuable strategy that not
only allows the teacher to respond positively to all of the
children's ideas but also helps the children themselves to

judge the value of their efforts. .

With all of the above in mind, it can be said that the
teacher's responsibilitysin the USMES strategy for open
clasaroom activities is as follows:

1. Introduce the challenge in a meaningful way

that not only allows the children to relate
it to their particular situation but also
opens 6p various avenues of approach.

2. Act as a coordinator and collaborator. !Mast,
not direct, individuals or groups of students
as they investigate different aspects of the
problem.

3. Hold USMES sessions at least two or three times

a week so that the children have a chance to be-
come involved in the challenge and carry out
comprehensive investigations.

4. Provide the tools and supplies necessary for
initial hands-on work in the classroom or make
arrangements for the children to.work ithe
Design Lab.

5. Be patient in letting the children make their
own mistakes and find their own way. Offer
assistance or point out sources of help for
specific information (such as the "How To"
Cards) only when the children become frustrated
in their approach to the problem. Conduct

skill sessions as necessary.

6. Provide frequent opportunities for group reports
and student exchanges of ideas in class dis-

cussions. In most cases., students will, by

their own critical examination of the procedures
they have used, improve or set new directions
in their investigations. '

30
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USMES in the Total School Program

7. If necessary, ask appropriate questions to stim-
ulate the students' thinking so that they will
make more extensive and comprehensive investiga-
tions or analyses of their data.

8.. Make sure that a sufficient number of students
(usually ten to twelve) are working on the
chalfenge so that activities do not become
fragmented or stall.

Student success in USMES unit acti. ties is indicated by

the progress they make in finding some lution to the

Challenge, not by following a-particular ine of investiga-

tion nor by obtaining specified results. The teacher's

role in the USMES strategy is to provide a classroom at-
mosphere in which all students can, in their own way,
search out Ame solution to the challenge.

0

Today many leading educators feel that rearproblem
solving (under different names) is an important skill to

be learned. In this mode of learning particular emphasie

is placed on developing skills to deal with real problems
rather than the skills needed to obtain "correct" answers
to contrived problems. Because of this and because of the
interdisciplinary nature of both the problems and the re-
sultant investigations, USMES is ideal for use as an impor-

tant pa0of the elementary school program. Much of the

time normally spent in the class on the traditional ap-
proaches to math, science, social science, and language
arts skills can be safely assigned to USMES activities. In

fact, as much as one-fourth to one-third of.the total school
program might be allotted to work on tismEs challenges.
Teachers who have worked with USMES for several years have
each succeeding year sdccessfully assigned to USMES activ-
ities the learning of a greater number of traditional

skills. In addition, reports have indicated that students
retain for a long time the skills and concepts learned and
practiced during USMES activities. Therefore, the time
normally spent in reinforcing required skills can be greatly
reduced if these skills are learned and practiced in the
context of real problem solving.

Because real problem-solving activities cannot possibly
cover all the skills and concepts in the major subject
areas, other curricula as well as other learning modes
(such as "lecture method," "individual study topics," or
programmed instructkon) need to be used in conjunction with
USMES in ah optimal education program. HoVever, the other

r)
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instruction will be enhanced by the skills, motivation, and
uhierstanding provided by real problem solving, and, in
some cases, work on an USMES challenge provides the context
within which the skills and concepts of the major subject

,areas find application.
In order for real problem solving taught by USMES to have

an optimal value in the school program, class time should be
apportioned with reason and forethought, and the sequence
of challenges investigated by students during their years in
elementary school should involve them in a variety of skills

and processes. Because all activities are initiated by stu-

dents in response to the challenge, it is impossible to
state unequivocally which activities will take place. How-

ever, it is possible to use the documentation of activities
that have taken place in USMES trial classes to schedule in-
struction on the specific Skills and processes required by

the school system. Teachers can postpone the traditional
way of teaching the skills that might come up in work on an

USMES challenge until later in the year. At that time stu-
dents can learn the required skills in the usual way if they
have nit already learned them during their USMES activities.

These basic skills, processes, and areas of study are,
listed in charts and lists contained in each Teacher Resource
Book. A teacher can use these charts to dicide on an over-
all allocation of class time between USMES and traditional,

learning in the major subject disciplines. Examples of in-

dividual skills and processes are also given so that the
teacher can see beforehand which skills a student may en-
counter during the couise of his investigations. These

charts and lists may be found in section E.

Ways In Which USMES Differs From Other As the foregoing indicate's, USMES differs significantly

Curricula from other curricula. Real problem solving develops the
problem-solving ability of students and does it in a way
(learning-by-doihg) that leads to a full understanding of

the lifbcess. Because of the following differences, some
teacher preparation is-necessary. Some teachers may have
been introdgced by other projects to several of.the follow-
ing new developments in education, but few teachers have
integrated all of them into the new style of teaching and ,

learning that real problem solving involves.

1. New Area of LearningReal problem solving is a
new area of learning, not just a new approach or

a new content within an already7defined subject
arealloAlthough many subject-matter curricula

, 3 4



include something called Problem solving', much of

this problem iolving involves contrived problems
or fragments of a whole situation and does not
require the cognitive skills needed for the in-

vestigation of real and practical problems.
Learning the cognitive strategy required for real
problem solving is different from other kinds'

of learning.

3. Interdiselplinary Education--Real problem solv-
tng integrates the disciplines in a natural way;

there is no need to impose a multi-discipiinary
structure. Solving real and practical problems

requires the application of skills, concepts,
and processes from many disciplines. The number

ani range of disciplineeare unrestricted and'
the importande of each is demonstrated in work-
ing toward,the solution of practical problems.

3. Student Planning--To learn the process of prob-
lem solving, the studenti themselves, not the
teacher, must analyze the problem, choose the

variables that should be investigated, search
out the facts, and judge the correctness of the
hypotheses and conclusions. In real problem-

aolving activities the teacher acts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not Open
authoritative source of answers.

4. Learning-by-Doing--Learning-by-doing, or discov-
ery learning as it is sometimeacalled, comes
about naturally in real probleasolving since
the problems tackled by each class have unique
.aspects; for example, different lunchrooms or
pedestrian crossings have different problems
associated with them and, consequently, unique
solutions. The'challenge, as defined in each
situation, provides the focus for the children's
hands-on learning experiences, such as collectin4
real data; constructing measuring instruments,
scale models, test equipment, etc.; trying their
suggested improvements; and (in tome units) pre-
paring reports and presentations of their findings
for the proper authorities.

5. Learning,Skills and Concepts as Needed--Skills
and concepts are learned in real problem solving



lt as the need for them arises in the context
of the work being done, rather than having a
situation imposed by the teacher or the text-

's.
book being used. Teachers may direct this
learning when the need for it arises, or stu-

1 dents may search out information themselves
from resources provided.

6. Group Work--Progress toward a solution to a

4 real problem usually requires the efforts of
groups of students, not jsst individual stu-
dents working alone. Although some work may
be done individually, the total group effort
provides,good opportunities for division of
labor and exchange of ideas among the groups
and individuals. The grotiping is flexible

and changes in order to meet-the needs of the
different ttages of investigation.

7. Student Choice--Real problem solying offers

classes the opportunity to work on problems
that are real to them, not just to the adults
who prepare the curriculum. In addition,

students may choose to investigate particular
aspects of the problem according to their
intereSt. The variety of activities ensuing
from the challenge allows each student to
make some contribution towards the solution of
the problem according to his or hesebility and
to learn specific skills at a time when he or
she is readyfor that particular intellectual
structure.
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B. General Papers on Pedestrian Crossings

1. OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES

Challenge:

Recommend and try to have a change made
that will improve the safety and con-
venience of a pedestrian croissing near

the school.

)
ks

Children are aware from an early age that some pedestrian
crossings are more dangerous than others. A child may be
permitted to visit a friend only if he uses a s'pecific, per-
haps longer but "safer," route that avoids a particular in-

tersection. Students going to and from school are urged,to
cross streets at locations where traffic police are on duty
or where there are WALK lights.

The Pedestrian Crossings challenge might arise in a class
in several ways. The challenge might be introduced through
discussions of the safety of local pedestrian crossings or
of problems children have getting to school in the morning.
Other classes might become involved in the Pedestrian Cross-
ings challenge while working towards the solution of another
USMES unit, such as Trafffc Flow 'Or Getting There. For ex-

ample, children gathering data on car speeds near an inter-
section might decide that the crossing is unsafe.

Initial class discussions will bring to light observa-
tions children have already made about crossing certain
streets. If children have identified several intersections
which they feel need imprwement, they might design and
conduct a survey of other Children in the school to deter-
mine the most "dangerous" intersection or the intersection
that is used most often. Before going out to collect data
on the chosen intersection, the children discuss the kinds
of information needed and divide into groups for making ob-

servations.
Motivated by their experiences and ideas for improvements,

children observe traffic and pedestrign flow at designated
intersections during different titles of day. Collectfug

data at the intersections will enable children to assess the
safety of the intersections and to make suggestions for im-
provements. The data collection scheme should be designated
by the children with help as needed from the "How To" Cards.
Classroom simulation of traffic and pedestrian flow is
beneficial early in the unit as a means of testing data col-

lection methods. It can also be used later in testing pro-

posed improvements.
Data collected may include time intervals between cars

arriving at an intersection and the time it takes students
to cross the street. Histograms may be made of this data
and children may determine how4long they would have to wait
in order to cross the street safely. If the crossing has a

traffic signal, the students may time the signal to see if

rbr,
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children can cross the street safely in tbe time the WALK

light is on. Later, the data on car arrOal times and stu- /

dent crossing times may be used to determine the torrect tim-
ing of the light.

If fast-moving cars present a danger to pedestrians cross-
ing the streeft, students may time cars passing between two
points to determine their speed as they enter the intersec-

t tion. Distance between the points may be measured with a
trundle wheel constructed in the Design Lab or a string

stretched between them. This data may be used to puggest

changes in traffic regulations or to request installation of
warning signs that would make an intersection safer for chil-
dren.

Students may compare the data collected at a problem in-
tersection with information gathered at a nearby "safe"
crossing. They can then use the results to determine what
safety features or traffic controls might be introduced to
improve the hazardous crossing.

As the children collect their data, draw conclusions, and
recommend certain improvements, they may see the need for
more data or a different type of data such as sight distanceg

and car braking distances. Other activities which the chil-

dren may find helpful include the investigation of the cost
of suggested improvements and the construction of model

layouts and model traffic lights. In some classes theshil-
dren might produce films for the safety education of children

and motorists.
A single solution for the problem should not necessarily

be sought, but each group of students should document as
thoroughly as possible its suggested improvement. In most

classes the unit culminates in some positive action. A

written report to the proper authorities may help the chil-
dren cteate awareness about a particular problem. In many

cases, however, children may need to make formal presenta-
tions or hold informal meetings with officials in order 'to

effect a proposed change.
Follow-up activities to the Pedestrl Crossings unit may

lead students into the Traffic Flow challenge as.4they inves-
tigate solutions for improving flow of automobile traffic at

a particular intersection. Campaigns to promote driver or

pedestrian awareness in a city or locality may lead students

into the Advertising challenge. Investigating costs of

proposed changes may involve the class in a study of urban

planning or economics.
Although many of these activities may require skills and

concepts new to the children, there is no need for prelimi-
nary work on these skills and concepts because the children

i/ r)
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can learn them when the need arises. In fact, children
learn more quickly and easily when they see a need to learn.
Consider counting: whereas children usually learn to count
by rote, they can; through USMES, gain i better understand-

. ing of counting by learning or practicing it within real con-
texts. In working on Pedestrian(Crossings children also
learn and practice graphing, measuring, working with deci-
mals, and dividing. Although dividing seems necesssry to
compare fractions or ratios, primary children can make com-
parisons graphically; sets of data can also be compared
graphically or by subtracting medians (half-way values).
Furthermore, instead of using division to make scale draw-
ings, younger children can convert their measurements to
spaces on graph paper. Division may be introduced at the
proper grade level during calculation of ptrcentages and
averages.

7e.

Each USMES unit revolves around a challenge--a state-
ment that says, "Solve this problem." The suécess or fail-
ure of the unit depends largely on (1) the relevance of the

. problem for the students, and (2) the process by which they
define And accept the challenge. If the children see the

problem as a real oneothey will be committed to finding
solutioq; they will have a focus and purpose for their ac-1
'tivitieep If the Atudents do not think the problem affects
them,their attempts at finding volutions are likely to be
disjointed and cursory.

The challenge as stated in the Pedestrian Crossings
Resource Book is general enough to apply to many situations.
Students in different classes define and TEMord the chal-
lenge to fit their,particular situation and thus arrive ac
a specific clais challenge. "Recommend and trq'to haye a
change made that will improve the safety and convenience of
a pedestrian crossing near your school" has been restated
by same classes in terms of specific knterseCtions that have
heavy or fast-moving.traffic and are hazardous to pedes-
trians.,

4



The Process of
Introducing ihe Challenge

15

Given that a Pedestrian Crossings problem exists, holi
Can a teacher, without being directive, help the students
identify the challenge that they will work on as a group?

There is no set metbod because of variations'among teadbers,
classes, and schools. However, USMES teachers have found
that certain techniques are helpful in introducing the Pe-

'destrian Crossings challenge.
One technique is to turn a spontaneous discussion of a

recent event relating to pedestrian safety or convenience
toward the Pedestrian droisings challenge. For.example, '4h--

the teacher might focus a discussion of an accident at a
street crossing on the challenge by asking the children how

the crossing might be made safer. A discussion of experi-

ences with street crossings and traffic controls might be

turned toward suggestions for Improvements at specific in-
tersections where children have long waits before-crossing.

.
A fourth-grade class in Washington, D.C., held
a discussion about pedestrian safety. Tnter-

sections near the school were discussed in terns
of.whether they were safe to cross or not. The

children felt that two intersections in particular
'were hazardous to pedestrians: an uncontrolled
intersection at the bottom of a hill and a con-
trolled one which had a lot of traffic. The

class visited the intersections and collected
data to support their feelings thaethe inter-
sections were unsafe.

Often work on one challenge leads to another. For ex-

ample, students working on the Getting There challenge_
might become concerned with pedestrian safety at specific

street corners while trying to overcome difficulties in
getting from one place to another. This might lead to work

on the Pedestrian Crossings challenge by either the whole-

class or a group within the class.
When a class works on two or more related USMES chair

lenges at the same time, children divide into groups to con-
duct investigations on the various problmms. However, there

should be at least ten to twelve students:I' rking on any one

challenge; otherwise, the children work matha fragment

or superficial or may break down completell.
Sometimes-the discussion of a broad problem may encompass

the challenges of seVeral related units. For xample, a

discussion of haw they get to school can lead the students

to the challenges for Bicycle Transportation, Pedestrian

4
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Crossings, Ttaffic Flow, or Getting There as children iden-
tify specific problems.

An experienced USMES teacher is usually willing to have
the children work on any one of the several challenges that
may arise during the discussion of a broad problem. While
this approach gives the children the opportunity to select
the challenge they are most interested in investigating, it
does place on the teacher the additional responsibility of
being prepared to act as a resource person for whichever
challenge is chosen.
1) Classroom experience has shown that children's progress

' on the'Pedestrian Crossings\challenge may be poor if the
teacher and students do not \reach a common understanding of
what the challenge is before beginning work on it. This is

particularly true if the teacher introduces a broad problem
and does not encourage the children to delineate a specific
challenge. Having no shared focus for their work, the chil-
dren will lack the motivation inherent in working together
to solve a real problem. As a result, they may quickly lose
interest.

A fifth-grade teacher asked her class to discuss
problems they experienced in getting to school safely.
The children listed several problems, including dan-
gerous intersections, absence of a bicycle pathway,
and long and over-crowded bus rides. They divided

into groups to work on the different problems. With-
in these groups, Children collected data on crossing
times and traffic flow, conducted surveys on cross-
ing problems and problems riding school buses, con-
structed scale Models of roadways, and worked on a
slide-tape show for pedestrian education and a map of
a bicycle pathway. However, since the problem was
too broad and the groups were too,smal1,.the chil-
dren's efforts tended to be fragmented. No signif-
icant changes rgsujted from their work._

A similar situation occurs if the teacher, rather than
insuring that the children have agreed upon a Pedestrian,
Crossings challenge, merely assigns a series of activities.
Although the teacher may see how,these activities relate'
to an overall &pal, the children may not.
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Initial Work on the Challenge

In one fourth-grade class working on Pedestrian.
Crossings the teacher never presented a challenge

to the children. The unit was started with a dis-

cussion of what a signal was an& what different road
signals meant. Other words related to the unit were
defined, snd the students were given a quiz on traf-

fic signals. The class was then taken'to an inter-
section andiksked whether it was busy, controlled or
uncontrolled, what types of signals were used, etc.

They were then given stopwatches and asked to time
children crossing the street. The children plotted

graphs and were taught how to find averages. They

then masured and calculated gap times. Some of
these activities gained the-interest of the students,

but they were not Initiating the activities them-
selves nor working towards any goal.

Once a claas has decided to work on a Pedestrian Crdss-

ings Challenge, the students list various aspects of the
problem And possible approaches to solving it. This pro-

cedure is combined with or followed by preliminary observa-
tions of problem intersections and/or surveys of other chil-

dren to identify difficult crosstngs.
Next, the students usdally categorize their suggested '

apprOaches, grouping similar ideas together. The children

then set priorities for the tasks.they consider necessary
to help solve the problem. Most of these tasks are carried

out by small groups of children.

4 r%

Sixth-graders in'Lexington, Massachusetts, focused
their attention,on the croSsing in front of the

school and the busy4ntersection just one hundred
feet away from the school. The'area was examined

and three factors which"made safe crossing diffi-
cult at times were listed .by the students: (1) the"

speed of the cars, (2) the number of cars, and (3)

tha-time of day Tho clams investigated how they

could prove that the area was unsafe for pedestrians

Cr. 2 1.7
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times of cars:' Other groups took measurements of
the area to use in making a scale model.
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Refocusing on the Challenge

.)

As various groups complete their work, their members join
other groups or form new groups to work on additional tasks.

However, if too many groups are formed, work on the chal-
lenge can become fragmented. The teacher fiMs it impossi-
ble to be aware of the progress and problem& of each group;
in addition, the small number of students in each group
lessens the chance for varied input and interaction.

As a class works on a Pedestrian Crossings challenge, the
children's attention should, from time to tine, be refocused
on that dhallenge so diet they denot lose sight of their
overall goal. Refocusing is particularly important with
younger children because they have a shorter attention span.
Teachers find it helpful to hold periodic class discussions
that include group reports on their investigations of cross-
ing problems. Sudh sessions help the students review What
they.still need to do in order to recomnend improvements
for_ an unsafe crossing. These discussions also provide an
opportunity for students to participate both in evaluating
their own work and in exchanging ideas with their classmates.
(Another condequence of having too many groups is that not
every group can be given enough time to report to the class,
thereby increasing the possibility that the children's ef-
forts will overlap unnecessarily.)

A sixth-grade class,in Arlington, Massachusetts,
began work on Pedestrian Crossings by investigating
a busy intersection near the school. The class

kivided into four groups to time light signals and
pedestrians crossing the street, poll other chil-
dren to, find out if they regarded the crossing as
safe, and take pictures of the problem at the in-

tersection. After making their investigations the
group reported to the class. During one class dis-

cussion children expressed dissatisfaction at the
disorganization of the groups when they collected
informatiewin tbe field. The class decided that
to collect dabs more efficiently, two members from
each group should.go out each time. The children

felt that the data gathering went much more smoothly
after this change had been implemented.

, 4 I)
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Resources for Work
on the Challenge

. ?

.
When children try to decide on solutions before collect-

ing and analyzing enough data or encounter difficulties dur-

ing their investigatiods, an USMES teacher helps out. In-

stead of giving answers or Suggesting specific procedures,

tt;e teacher asks open-ended questions that stimulate the stu-

dents to think mofe comprehensive0 and creatively about

their work. For example, instead of telling children to col-

lect data on car arrival times, pedestrian crossing times,

and length of time WALK lights are on, the teacher might Ask .

the children what information they would need to prove that

a crossing was unsafe. To help.the children underitand dif-
ferences in measurements of road width taken by a tape mea-

-,14,

sure and a trundle wheel, a.teacher might ask, "Which method

is more accurate?" Examaes of non-directive, thought-
provoking questions are given at the end of this section.

The teacher may also refer students to the "How To" Cards

relating to Pedestrian Crossings for Anformation about spe-

cific skills, such as uging a stopwatch or drawing graphs.

If many students, pr even the entire class, need help in

particular areas such as finding averages or medians the

teacher should conduct skill sessions as these needs arise.

(Background Papers on Pedestrian Crossings problems provide

teachers with additional information on specific problems

associated with the challenge. Other Background papers on

_general topicsLmay also apply to the unit.)
USMES teachers can also assist students by making it pos-

sible for them to carry out tasks involving hands-on activ-,

ities. During work on the pedestrian Crossings challenge

children may need to collect'data at street crossings or, if

they are taking a survey, in other classrooms. The teacher

can help with scheduLing and supervising during such data-

gathering ativities. If the children's tasks require them

to'design and construct items, such as trundle wheels or

scale models of street crossings or traffic lights, the tea-

cher should make sure that they have access to a Design Lab

--any collection of tools and materials kept in a central

location (in part of the classroom, on a portable cart, or

in a separate room). A more detailed account of the Design

Lab may be found in the'USMES Guide.
Valuable as iit is, a Design Lab is not necessary to begin

work on Pedestrian Crossings. To carry out construction

activities in schools without Desigd Labs, students may

scrounge pr borrow tools and supplies from parents, loca
(J4businesses, or other members of the community.

gi
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Culminating Activities

4

A fourth=grade class in Washington, L.C. worked

successfully on the Pedestrian Crossings challenge
without the use of the Design Lab. Crossing times

were measured and analyzed at two intersections.
A mock intersection was set up in the classroom
with plastic strips of different colors to repre-
sent the curb, the grasp, and the street, and the
children simulated cars and pedestrian crossing the

'intersection. The class counted cars at three in-
tersections on five different days, measured and
calculated gap times, and graphed and compared their

, data.

The extent tp which any Design Lab is used varies with .

different classes because the children themselves determine

the direction of the investigations.

Student investigations on Pedest ian ossings generally
continue until the children have agreed ukon and implemented
some solution for their problem in ersection(s). If the

ehildren find that a crossing is uisafe, they may_write et-

ters to traffic officials requesti g installation of a c n-
trol, change in timing of existing controls, reduction o

the speed limit, etc. They may fo Iipw up their letterwr t-
ing by making presentations or hol ing informal meetings to

discuss their findings. If their findings show that a cross-

ing is "safe" or that improvements are unfeasible, children
may direct theii efforts toward promoting driver or pedss-,

trian awareness of safety measures.
After the students have implemented their solution, they

evaluate the effects of their changes by observing, by mea-
suring, or by conducting attitude surveys.

One second-grade class working on'Pedestrian Cross-
ings measured crossing times for pedestrians, gap
times between cars, and the speeds.of the cars at
a problem crossing. Based on the children's data .

and recommendations, the traffic department had warn-
ing signs for motorists installed. The children re-,

turned fo the crossing,and observed that the cars
, were indeed travelling more slowly.

t"f".
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3. USE OF PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS IN THE
PRIMARY GRADES

Children in the primary grades may make significant prog-
ress with Pedestrian Crossings. Although they may not be
able to carry out investigations as sophisticated as those
conducted by older children, they will be able to conduct
the measurements necessary to show the need for traffic con-
trols and to make suggestions for other changes. Many of
the activities described below require the ability only to
count and add single-digit nuMbers.

The challenge may be introduced during a discussion of
traffic safety or problems in getting to school. In one

second-gradellass the children went out to observe a cross-
ing that one child had described as dangerous. After making

inittal observations, the children decided to collect dita
to show that the intersection was not safe.

Collecting data outdoors is an important activity during
work,on the Pldastrian Crossings challenge. The challenge

is especially Ideal for children in'schools located in mild
climates. In colder regions the children should startgtheir
observations and datevgathering early in the fall. During

the winter months, as they analyze their data, the children
might go outdoors on bright days to make any additional
measurdments they deem necessary.

In order to show that a crossing is not safe, children
will need to collect data on cars and pedestrians passing
through the intersection. One third-grade class began their.
investigations by counting cars at several intersections
near the school to find out where and when traffic was heav-
iest. If a specific crossing is identified as unsafe, chil-
dren decide to make measurements of the time 1",arious chil-

dren take to cross the street. Simulation of the activity
in tke classroom gives children the opportunity to practice

usin§ a stopwatch. Other practice uses ase suggested in
the "How To" Cards, "How to Use a StopwatEh." Children in
the second-grade class practiced timing daily classroom
activities, such as getting the milk and going to the lava-
tory, before-going.ogt to the intersection to sollect data.
, 'To make Cpictite of theirriata, children msy construct
-simple bar graphslf car counts:at different intersaCtione
or crossing times'for different Children,', Reports from the
third-grade clasa sawed that 'Many ,youngShildren-found_

fr graphing boring and-often diffictslt datil theAmade bar
graphs-Of their Own data;'thih-they couldn't4it enough of
its Contrucrion of bar graphs show:ing crossing times- for
individgsl thildrenromvbe followed iy t*rcsmitruction of
histograms showing the number dr:children crossing itkcer- '

tain times. - ,

21
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4. FLOW CHART

a

In discussing the length of WALK lights or "green" traf-
fic lights, the class may want to kndw if most children have
time to cross while the light is on.' they can time the WALK
light and compare that measurement with their data on cross-

ing time. Calculation of the average crossing time is not
necessary; the median can be found quickly and is accurate
enough in most instances. Children in the second-grade
class enjoyed finding the median crossing time for their
data. Children may want to find out if a group takes longer
to cross than an individual. They may ask about the times
for children on crutches or old people crossing the street.
Each activity stimulates new questions that shbuld be in-
vestigated as thoroughly as possible.

If an intersection is uncontrolled, then the important
question is "How far away should a car be in order for a
person to cross safely?" Now that crossing times are known,

the children can measure the time taken by different cars to
travel from certain check points to the intersection. A
series of histograms of car.times could be made for the dif-
ferent check points. By comparing these graphs with the
crossing time data the children decide where the car should
be in order for them to cross safely.

Primary children may use the results of their investiga-
tions to make recommendations for traffic controls, warning
signs, and other pedestrian safety features. Writing let-
ters to transportation officials proposing specific changes
provides an opportunity, for children to practice language

arts skills. Follow-up sessions with officials to present
their findings enable young children to feel that they have
been a part of the decision-making process. Primary classes

might also use data gathered at intersections to help other
young children learn how io cross the street safely or to
educate parents and other adults on safe driving practices.

The following flow chart presents some of the student
activities--discussions, observations, calculations, con-
structions--that may occur during work on the Pedestrian

Crossings challenge. Because each class will choose its

own approach to the challenge, sequences of events given

here represent only a few of the many possible variations.
'Furthermore, no one class is expected to undertake all the

activities listed.

LI I



The flow chart is not a lesson plan and'should not be

nted 0 one. Instead, it illustrates how comprehensiv0 in-
vestigations evolve from the students' discussion of a
Pedestrian Crossings problem.

,
,
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Challenge: Recommend and try to have a change made that will improve the safety and convenience

of a pedestrian crossing near your school.

Optional
Preliminary
Activities:

Other USMES Units: Traffic Flow
Bicycle Transportatiof

Possible
Student
Activities:

I Getting There I

Class Discussion: What problems do you have crossing the street on the

way to or from school?...To a friend's house? Are certain crossings safer

than others? Do you have enough time to cross the street between cars?

Do you have to wait too long? How can we find out which crossings could

be improved?

Observation of controlled
and uncontrolled pedestrian
crossings.

Data Collection: Survey of

other classes to determine
most difficult intersections.

Data Representation: Tally
and histogram of survey results.

Class Discussion: Report on observations; list hazards and existing controls.

What information do we need before we can suggest improvements? How will we

collect it?

Design and construction of measuring instruments

Data Co1lectf5n: Timing
of pedestrians crossing,
arrivalwtimes of cars,
light sequences.

Calculation of gap times,

median or average cross-
ing times, etc.

1

Classroom simulation of measuring activities

Data Collection: Time for
cars to travel a certain
distance (to determine
speed).

Calculation of speed. Con-

version to m.p.h.

Data Collection: Counting
cars, trucks, bicy s that
pass a certain poiitç in a

given time.

Calculation of traffic
volume.

GO
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Class Discussion: What conclusions can we drat./ from eour measur-
ments? If we consider all our data together, is the crossing safe
or unsafe? What additional inforMatign do we need? How do we try
out our suggestions for imptovements?

,Data Representation: Preparation of bar graphs,
histograms, cumulative frequency graphs, triangle
diagrams.

Data Collection: On dif-
ferent days, at different
times of day.

4,

Research of

regulations,/
cost of controls.

Simulation o
proposea

changes

Construction of scale models,
traffic signals

Production of films, slide-tape
shows, other means of promoting
pedestrian and drive awareness.

Class DiscUssion: Class report on findings. What are our final
recommendations for improvement? How shall we present them to
people?

Advertising campaigns to
promote driver and
pedestrian awareness.

[Report and letter-writing

Evaluation of
changes made.

Presentation of proposed changes
to traffic authorities. Discus-
sion of findings and suggested
improvements.

emlam

Optional Study of urban Other USMES Units: Traffic Flow
Eollow-Up planning or Getting There
Activities: economics. Advertising

3.

25



5. A COMPOSITE LOG*

This hypothetical account of an in-
termediate-level class describes
many of the activities and discus-
sions mentioned in the flow chart.
The composite log shows only one of
the many progressions of,events
that might develop as a class inves-
tigates the Pedestrian Crossings
challenge. Documented events from

actual classes are italicized and
set apart from the text.

LI
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A teacher asks the children in her intermediate-level
class what problems they encounter crossing streets on the
way to pchool. The children discuss their experiences at
several crossings. Two intersections in particular are
descrjbed as hazardous or difficulA to cross. Several stu-

dents who cross Main Street at the corner of Main and
Chestnut Streets think that the traffic light forces them

to wait too long. Other students remark that they cross

Main Street at the busy intersection of Main and Maple
Streets to avoid going a long block out of their way. Here,

there is only a stop sign on-Maple Street to control the

traffic.

Some children in one fourth-grade class in
Washington, D.C., mentioned two intersections
near the school that were especially bad: at

13th and Otis, cars speed down the hill, and
there is no traffic light or patrol at the,bottom;
at 10th and Spring Road the patrols can't seem to
get the children across. (See log by Audrey

Robinson.)

While measuring gap times and distances at a prob-
lem crossing, the children in a sixth-grade class
in Lexington, Massachusetts, noticed that cars
often did not signal before they turned off
Massachusetts Avenue onto Pleasant. They felt

this was an important problem, and a group was
formed to record the number of cars that signaled
and the number that did not. (See log by Robert

Farias.)

As difficult pedestrian crossing conditions are identi-
fied, the challenge is presented to the class: Recommend

and try to have changes made that will improve the safety
of the intersection at Main and Maple and the convenience
of the intersection at Main and Chestnut.

*Written by USMES staff
kr
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During the follow-up discussion, ihe children isolate
specific cbmplaints about each of the crossings and list
problems and possible soluaons on the board. The discus-

sion begins with comments on the crossing without a traffic
light.

"There isn't enough time to get across betw een cars."
"Cars don't slaw down for us. There should be a warning

.sign about children crossing the street,",another suggests.
"We should put in a traffic light."
"That costs a lot of money. It would cost less to have

a policeman there when we're crossing," retorts a fouith
student.

The children also list problems and possible changes
that could improve the crossing at Main and Chesgnut Streets
(the intersection with a traffic signal).

"The WALK light takes too long to come on."
"Yeah,_the WALK light shduld cone on more often and stay

on longer."
"But maybe the cars won't have enough time to get through

and there will ba,a traffic jam."
All these statements and suggestions raise important ques-

tions about each of the crossings. At the crossing with a

light, how long are the WALK and DONT WALK lights? How
many Csrs will be waiting if the WILK light is on longer?
How long does it take to cross the street at each of the
crossings? At the crossing with a stop sign is there enough

time between cars?

Children in a third-grade class in Watertown, Mass-
achusetts, took a field trip to look at a problem
crossing. Before wing out, the class decided to
list the things they needed to find out: number of
cars, presence of a stoplight, policeman, etc. After
returning and listing their observations, the chil-
dren wrote dOwn new questions that arose and needed
to be investigated. (See log by Louise Lane.)

When they cannot give the answers to these questions,
the children suggest a trip to the two intersections to
count cars, to measure time intervals between cars, and to,
measure the time people take to cross the street. After

some discussion they realize that they do not agree on how
long the WALK light at the intersection of Main and Chestnut
stays on and haw long it takes to come on; they decide to
time that also.

uJ
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The rest of the session is spent organizing teams to
take the various measurements and discussing how these mea-
surements should be made. One group forms to time the traf-
fic light cycle at the Main and Chestnut crossing. Another
-group decides to time people crossing the street. After much

discussion, the children in this group decide to time both
children and adults to get an accurate representation. They

decide that it would be safer to take the measurements at
the crossing with a traffic light, where people can cross at
their own pace while the WALK light is on. (Everyone agrees

that since the,crossings are both on Main Street, the cross-

ing times should be the same.) A third group forms to count

the number of cars waiting at the red light in each direc-
tion. A fourth group decides to work at the other intersec-
tion to collect data on arrival times of cars. By stibtrac-

ting these times they plan to find out how often intervals
between cars would allow people to cross the street.

The next session is spent outside. Although the various

groups have discussed data collection methods before going
out, they fipd that some details could not be worked out

until they are actually in the field. The groups timing pe-

destrians or cars discover that it is best to have one stu-
dent read times from the stopwatch while another student

records. The children take turns doing these tasks.
The Pedestrian Timing Group first times children going

directly across Main Street at the intersection. One stu-

dent who comes to school by this route every morning points
out, however, that many people cross the street diagonally
from one corner to another while the WALK liat is on. Be-

cause they are sure that this distance is greater, the group
decides that they need to time people walking diagonally as
well as "straight across" the street.

In the Washington, D.C., class the children made
logs of the time it took them to cross the street at
Spring Road and New Hampshire Avenue, a controlled
intersection. Over a three-week period they counted
the number of cars that passed the corners of Spring
Road and New Hampshire Avenue and Spring Road and 10th
Street for a certain observation period at 1:00 p.m.
Each day for,a week at 1:00 p.m. the children used a
stopwatch to record arrival times of cars for a four-
minute period at both intersections. (See log by

Audrey Robinson.)
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Wh4,1e discusSing the crossing time dAa, the children
in a combination fourth- and fifth-grade class in
Lansing, Michigan, observed that graups of, children
would take ldnger.to crass than individuals, Groups
crossed daily in the morning, at lunch time, and on
the way home in the afternoon. The children decided
to time each other crossing in graups and,to time
groups of other children as they crossed on.the way
home. The clds went to the intersection and'timed
grotips of from one to six children. The next day the
chlldren again timed groups of different numbers of
students. (See log by Janet Sitter.)

The group timing car arrivals first stations two.childien
on each side of the street to observe and record times as

#cars enter the intersection. However, 9ne child points cut
that they can find out whether there ii enough.time to cross
between cars,on/y if they count gaps between cars arriving
from both directions. They decide to have only one person
timing cars with a stopwatch as they enter the intersection
from either direction while another person records this in-
formation.

Back in the classroom, the children are eager to share
the information they've discovered with one another. The

Traffic Light Timing Group is the first to report. Their

spokesperson announces that the present traffic signal oper-

ates on a cycle of thirty-five seconds for cars ,to go in
each direction followed by fourteen seconds for pedestrians
to walk (a seven-second WAIA sign followed by a seven-second
flashing DONT WALK sign). The children in the group have
added up the times and discovered that pedestrians could be
forced to wait as long am seventy-seveh seconds before cross-
ing the street. When someone points out that this is only
A little over a°minute, students still agree: it is too
long to wait. Several suggestions for changing the timing
are made, but the other groups are anxious to report, and
the class decides to hear all the information before pro-
posing changes.

'The Pedestrian Titling Group tells the class that they
have timed fifty pedestrians"going directly across the street
at the traffic light and plan to finish timing fifty more
.t.rossing diagonally. One boy starts to read the'data, but
several children complain that tthey can't tellignything from
the information presented this way. A discussion follows
about, how the datacould be made clearer to other people.

1
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Figure 35-1

At this point the teacher introduces the USMES "How To"
Cards on graphing. After reading them over the group de-
cides to make a histoligh:f crossing tines that would show
the number of people ve crossed the street in certain

times, e.g., two secopds, three seconds, etc. The histogram

they make is shown in Figure B5-1. Other groups decide that

they also need to find a better way to present their data,
all title class discusses different kinds of graphs that can

be used. The rest of the session is spent graphing the data

from the other three groups.
When the graphs have been completed, the groups are ready

to give their information to the rest of the class. The

group counting cars at the traffic light have simply made

bar graphs from their data, showing that in the first light
cycle, a maximum of six cars were waiting at the red light;
in the second light cycle, eleven were waiting; in the third

cycle, six; etc. They have counted cars in ten light cycles

in ail and have found that the median number of cars waiting

is 6.5. Someone suggests that the students in this group
should check how litany cars could not get through in one
green light and are left waiting when the light turns red.
The students agree that it would also be useful to make his-
tograms of this information (collected for several light
cycles) so that they can determine whether the light timing

should be changed.
The group measuring the arrival times of cars at the in-

tersection of Main and Maple have timed 61 cars during a

five-minute period. To find gap times between cars, the
children have subtracted arrival times; a sample of their
arrival time data'and gap time calculations is shown in

Figure B5-2. They tiave also made a histogram shaving the

nuaber of cars coming one second after the previous car,
the number coming twO 44conds after, etc. The gap-time his-

togram has a range of gaps from one to twenty-four seconds.

The Washington, D.C., students constructed bar graphs

of the crossing time data. The first graph repre-

'sented each student's crossing time by a bar. Then

a frequency histogram of the number of crossing times

of a certain length was made. Using this experience
with crossing-time histograMM, the children made his-
tomame of gap times from the data collected at Spring
Road and New Hampshire Avenue. First, they had to
subtract successive arrival times to find gap times.
Some children had trouble remembering to "carry over"

0
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the seconds fromthe previous revolution of the stop-
watch. After constructing gap-time histograffs for

three days in a row, the children started finding
medians from approximately 50 pieces of data. Thfy.

were surprised to find that the median gap time was
three seconds fOr each day. (See log by Audrey
Robinson.)

The group timing pedestrians has made two histograms, one
of the first set of fifty street crossings and a second of
the people who have crossed the street diagonally. (They

finished taking this data after school.) They'are unsure
about which set will be of use, and so they have prepared
both as evidence of the problem. In #iscussing crossing
times, the class debates whether timing handicapped yeople
would be a useful measurement.

As the class is examining the histograms on crossing
tibes, the teacher asks the group whether they can tell how
many people in all can go directly across Main Street in ten
seconds or less. Several children add the number of people
in each column of the histogram (of people going directly
across Main Street) up to and including the ten-second col-
umn and discover that out of the fifty people timed, forty-
five have been able to cross the street in ten seconds.

The teacher asks them whether it would be helpful to be
able to find this information quickly from a graph. Most of

the children feel that it would be useful, particularly in
making a presentation to "authdrities." The teacher shows
them on the board how to make a cumulative distribution
graph by using the running totals-of the data from their
histogram table. Here is the data they use for the new
graph.

Humber of
Seconds

Running Totals
Nunber of Students

2 or fewer. 1 ."

3 or fewer 3

4 or fewer 5

5 or fewer 11

6 or fewer 16

7 or fewer 25

8 or fewer 40

9 or fewer 44

10 or fewer 45

11 or fewer 47

12 or fewer 49

15 or fewer 50

31
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'Figure B5-3

Alter the skill session with the teacher, the Pedestrian
Timing Group makes a cumulative distribution graph like the

one shown in Figure B5-3. They also make a cumulative dis-

tribtii1bi graph for the pedestrians who have crossed the

street d gonally.. In comparing the two graphs during
anoth4r cl ss discussion, the children note that nine out of

ten pedestrians (90%) going "straight across" the street can

cross in ten seconds:,or less, while ni e out of ten pedes-

trians (90%) crossing the street diagon ly can cross in

fourteen seconds or less. They draw dot d lines on the

graphs to show these facts.
The next discussion focuses on the ques ion of how dif-

ferent 'their results would be if measuremen s were taken

shortly before or after school. Comments include--

"There are more cars then."
"Maybe there are fewer delivery trucks."
"More little kids are trying to cross the road."

"Does the light timing change?
The class decides chat additional measurements of car

waiting times and gap times should be taken. They also de-

cide to time groups of people crossing the street since more
children will be crossing in groups just before or after

school. A number of'students make arrangements to meet the

teacher before and after school to make these new measure-

ments. After collecting the additional data, they graph the

information from these'later visits.

Children in the combination fburth- and fifth-grade
class in Lansing, Michigan, timed children crossing

the street in groups of various sizes. They found,

after graphing their results, that larger groups of

children took longer to cross the Stieet than indi-

viduals or smaller groups. They found that the aver-

age crossing time for groups (which averaged ten chil-

dren) was 10.4 seconds, whereas the average crossing

time for individuals was 8 8/19 seconds. (See log

by Janet Sitter.)

The Gap Time Group decides to use the,new data taken just

before school because they find,that the number of cars
timed on Main Street passing through the intersection during

a five-minute period is greatest at this time (102). They

also feel that it is important to use measurements from this

time of day because the largest number of children would 40,'

using the crossing then. i
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The data collected during the five-minute period around

8:45 is shown below. Figure B5-4 shows the histogram that

the children have made from this data. The histogram'shows

a range of'gaps from one to sixteen seconds and a median gap

time of three seconds..

Table of Values

Gap Time No. of Cars

(seconds)

1
2

4

5

7 1'

8

10

12

16

19

26

38,

10

3

2

1

1

1

1

Once all the other groups have graphed their dita And r'e-

ported their information, the class is ready to discuss the

problems at each intersection from the evidence they have

gathered. First the children talk about the crossing at

Main and Chestnut. One bo'y who is good at math has worked

r-1 r-I of ten people get atross in fourteen.seconds, so if they
out a possibility for changing the light cycle. "Nine out3-

e 7 We F:P t ir a 1,0 *
t le left the fourteen-second WALK light but made the car moving

Cc?
time twenty seconds instead of thirty-five seconds, the card

($tcOow6
would have to wait only, thirty-four seconds instead of

forty-rpe seconds. So people would only have to wait at

the most*forty-seven seconds instead of seventy-seven."

"Huh?"
"Where do you get that?" 4

"Yeah, where do all those numbers come from?"
The boy explains how he has arriVed at these figures.

He says that' they should use the times for the pedestrians

crossing Mein Street diagonally since a great many will be
crossing this way when cars are stopped in both directions

during the WALK light.
"And our cumulative distri bution graph tells us that nine

out of ten people can cross in fourteen seconds, the WALK .

time right now at the lisht."

"Okay.. Now where do you get/the twenty seconds?"

33
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He explains that the number of seconds cars have to get
through the light each way can be reduced and that twenty
seconds seemed to be a good time all around. He shows on
the board how he has added waiting time for the other cars
to go (twenty seconds) and for pedestrians to go (fourteen
seconds) to get thirty-four seconds waiting time for cars
on either street. People waiting time, he says, is car
times for both directions (forty seconds) plus sevep seconds
when the DONT WALK light has begun to flash and pedestrians

should not start to cross--a total of forty-seven seconds.
The other children check these figures and the present car
and pedestrian waiting times; they agree that these sug-
gested times would shorten the light cycle greatly.

One child argues that the car time should be increased,
not decreased, so that more cars can get through the light
in one cycle. However, the children from the Car Waiting
Time Group have counted the number of cars that are left
waiting after a green light and found that only two or three
cars in every ten light cycles are unable to get through in
one green light. They quickly affirm that shortening the
cycle will not increase this number much, and most children
agree that cars won't have to wait as long until the next
green light if the timing is decreased. The boy who has
suggested the twenty-second time for the cars to go says
that it will be more fair to pedestrians, who don't need
more crossing time, but less waiting time.

The children are generally satisfied with the new times
suggested, but one child asks: "What about peop,le who take
longer than fourteen seconds to cross?"

"Cars would have,to wait until people already in the road
crossed. We could paint white lines for the crosswalk and
put up a sign telling the driver to wait," another child
replies.

The children are pleased with thqs suggestion and decide
to include it in a list of recommendations that they plan
to present later to traffic authorities.

The teacher asks about the crossing at Main and Maple
,Streets. "Are there gap times long enough for the school
children to cross safely?" A student from the Gap Time
Group says vehemently that there are not. The class decides
to reexamine the histogram on gap tlmes to see what they can
learn from it. 'They remark thdt there are only three gaps-
of ten seconds or longer and One gap of fourteen seconds or
longer during the five-minuxe timing period. (See Figure

B5-4.1` "That means that somebody<gOing straight across the
street would have only three chances to cross in five min-

u ell
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utes, and somebody going diagonally would have only one

chance," one girl explains. (She reminds the rest of tile

class that most pedestrians cod make a "straight" cross-

ing in ten seconds, and a diagonal crossing, in fourteen.)
After examining the data, the class decides that cross-

ing the street diagonally is not safe at all at this inter-
section and is also not'necessary since Maple Street has
fewer cars and a stop sign. The childen are concerned, how-

ever, about pedestrians going straight across Main Street.

"There aren't enough timewAidien it's safe to cross. That

doesn't come odt to even one chance every mindte!"
"The city should put in a WALK light with a'push button

at least ten seconds long. It costs a few thousand dollars

but it would cost that much to have a part time officer

there for a year or two."
"Yeah, but people need jobg and anyway the light may cost

a lot to repair. We neetha Cop to make sure cars are going

slow enough."

The children in the fourth-grade class in Washineon,
Co.C., constructed histograms of gap times from their

data collected at 13th and Otis Streets, an uncon-

trolled crossing. They saw that there were many one-

second gaps and very few larger gaps. The median was

two seconds for each of the five days. On the basis

of this information they decided to recommend to the

city traffic department that a traffic.light be in-

stalled at the Intersection. (See log by Audrey

Robinson.)

As some children feel that the problems an lutions

they have proposed would be easier to talk about if they

could be demonstrated, a new group of children forms to make

a scale map of the intersction. Most of the class becomes

involved in this undertaking when the group realizes that

it is a mush more complicated process than they expected.

In order to make the map to scale, street distances must be

measured outside. The teacher draws attention to the USMES

: "How To" Car on using a trundle wheel; after several at-

tempts at usi g a tape measure, the children decide that the

'distance is tho great and that using a trundle wheel would

.indeed be t4i most practical method of measuring. A group

of children constructs two trundle wheels (each with a cir-

cumference of one meter) in the.pgsign Lab using the "How

To" Cards. a
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The next few sessions are spent measuring and recording
distances outside. Lengths as well as widths of streets

between blocks are determined. The children take turns

handling the.trundle wheel and counting "clicks," whichmark
the number of rotations.

The block distances and road widths measured by children
working outdoors are used by another group of children to

make the large map. These children first examine the USMES

,n"How To" Cards on scaling. They decide on a scale of

5m 46-4 lcm, divide the measurements in meters by five to
get the measurements in centimeters and begin drawing a map

in pencil on a large piece of cardboard. Other children go

over their outlines using' brushes,dipped in tempera paint.
Still others make flat cardboard pieces for cars, lights,
and people (after measuring or estimating heights and widths
of these objects and scaling these measurements.)

Before beginning the scale model of.the area outside,
the children in the Lansing, Michigan, class worked
on a floor plan, drawn to scale, of their classroom.
Measurements were taken of the room and the furni-
ture. The children made conversion tables to help

them with the conversion of measurements. They de-

cided on a scale for the model: 1 block represented

I foot. The children located the north, south, east,

and west sides of the classroom and labeled their
floor plans accordingly. They placed the furniture
pieces on the...floor plan by using the same mcaling
system that they had developed to make the furniture
pieces.' After this project was completed the ch.
dren followed the same procedures to construct a

of the crossing. (See log by Janet Sitter.)

I

The children in the LexingtOn, Massachusetts, class
made scale maps of the streets near the school for
use in their videotape on pedestrian safety. They

measured distances outside with trundle wheels con-

structed in the Design b. They then decided to

make a scale model of an verage-sized car and_one of

an average-sized first grader in order to portray
graphically to primary-grade children how difficult

it is to see them at crossings. One group measured

ten cars, calculated the average size, and made a

model car out of Tri-Wall and papier mache. Another

o't )
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group made a height chart, measured a group of

first-grade children, figured their average height,

and made a model child of papier mache. The group

reported that the average height of the first graders

was three feet, the average length and height of the

cars were fifteen feet and six feet and thai the

models were made on a scale of 3 feet++ I foot.

They added that to.determine these figures they had

to practice converting inches to feet. (See log by

Robert Farias.)

While the group finishes the scale map, other Children

form groups to gather additional information. One group de-

cides to obtain more detailed informapion on the cost of

buying and servicing traffic lights and on the wages of traf-

fic police so Ehat the class can decide which to recommend

at the uncontrolled corner. Another group looks up accident

inform,tion for the cvossings and researches local traffic

laws and enforcement procedures.
After several more working and planning sessions, the stu-

dents decide to recommend in a letter to traffic officials

that a push button WALK light with a mdnimum ten-second WALK

time be installed at the crossing at Main and Maple. They

explain comparative costs, assuming that the light will last

for twenty.years. Tkey decide to point put that the four

pedbstrian accidents that have occurred at the corner over

the past five years mighthave been avoided had there,been

a WALK light.
If the town won't install the light immediately, the

children recommend the following minimal program: station-

ing a police officer at the intersection before and after

'school so that childien going to and from school can cross

safely.
'For the crossing of Main and Chestnut, the class sug-

gests that the minimum time for cars be reduced from thirty-

five seconds to twenty seconds. Since the pedestrians will

not have tO wait so long, fewer will take a chance on run-

ning across as the light is changing.
The group researching local traffic laws has found that

the town traffic department is the agency that makes and

enforces decisions on traffic policy. The children in this

group recommend Friting the traffic department. The class

decides to write a letter to the traffic department listing

the above recommendations. In the reply to their letter

they are told that a representative will visit the class

to discuss their findings.

CU



The official is very polite and interested in the chil-
dren's findings when she visits their classroom. She ex-

amines the children's model carefully and listens while they

explain each change. She then tells them that further study
is needed to see whether the timing of the light at Main and
Chestnut Streets should be change'd, as they recommend. A

light NV.1 probably be installed at some time in the future
at the uncontrolled intersection at Main and Maple, as it is

one of several FA 1he vicinity-where accidents have occurred.
She promises that a police officer will be assigned as soon
as possible to direct traffic at the corner before and after
school. The children are a little impatient with the slow-
ness of official decision-miking, but most are satisfied

that their recommendations will be considered seriously.

Looking over the data they had collected, the chil-
dren in the Lansing, Michigan, class concluded that
their initial hypothesis was correct: the crossing

was not safe. They then turned their attention to

how to make it safe. Their suggestions included the

following ideas:

1. Build a skywalk over the street to replace
the light.

2. Build a skywalk at Kalamazoo and Allen
(1 block west).

3. Build under-road passageway.
4. Make WALK light longer.

The disadvantages of each were discussed and the
class decided to ask the other children in the
school which alternative they preferred. Two police

officers visited the class to discuss the children's

work and findings with them. The officers told them

that changing the timing on theltraffic light would

be the most practical solution, and they discussed
changing it only during school hours. (See log by

Janet Sitter.)

While wOrking on the Traffic Flokuchallenge, a fifth -
grade class in Arlington, Massachusetts, decided
that altering the flow of traffic near an unmarked
crossing was not a practical solution because of the

heavy volume of traffic. After studying the situa-

tion, the children recommended that a pedestrian

C)4
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overplio Be constructed at the crossing. Their so-

lutiorWAcided with the recomnendations of the
city traffic department, and the following year the

overpass'was built. (From log by Bernard Walsh.)

The students decide to inform children in other classes
that they may have to wait a long time at the intersection
of Main and Maple before crossing safely. They make posters

warning children to look both ways when crossing the street.
The class'receives permission from the principal to display
their posters along with their large scale map of the inter-
section in the large showcase in the main lobby of the

school.

The school safety officer of the Lexington, Massa-

-,
chusetts, Police Department visited the class, and
the children made a presentation of their findings.
They recommended that a sign bytposted to remind

drivers to signal before turning. In responding

41.
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that state approval was required for new types of
signs, the Department of Public Works advised the
children to turn their efforts toward educating the

i 'public on safety rules. The children then focused

their attention on making a videotape about pedes-
trian safety for the younger children t the Adans

School. (See log by Robert Farias.) I

6. QUES1IONS FO SFIMULAIE'FUR1HER ' What probdems do you have getting to school?

'INVESII.i;ATLON AND ANALYIS
Which street6 on the way to school are difficult to cross?

What.do you think makes certain streets difficult to

cros?

What information do you need to d in order to show that
a prolyiem really exists?

How could you organize yourselves tO best collect, the
,

--data you need?



How could you find out what other pedestrians think of

this problem?

What is a good way to measure the flow of traffic?

What is a good way to find out-how long it takes to

cross the street?

How can you find out if a traffic light gives a pedes-
trian enough time to cross the street?

How can you determine how fast cats are going through

an intersection? What measurements do you need to take?

What is a good way tp keep a record of your data?

Haw can you make a ptcture of your data?

Are there big differences Setween the times various
people take to cross the street or cars arrive at
the ineerseCtion at different times of day? If,so,

what could you do about these differences?

What possible solutions can you suggest to the problem

of crossing the street?

Haw could you try out your tdeas for solving the cross-
ing problem without going out there?

How could you make an accurate representation of the

intersection for trying out suggested improvements?
What measurements ars needed?

What will help you.Convince otIler people your recommenda-

tions will work?

Who would be a good person to discuss your recommenda-

tions with?

How could you convince other people that they should
walk or drive more safely?
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1. LOG ON PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS

by Louise Lane*
Hosmer School, Grade 2
Watertown, Massachusetts
(September 1972-March 1973)

Figure C1-1
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ABSTRACT
During a class discussiori, one child mentioned a danger-

ous crossing near her home. The entire class went to ob-

serve this crossing and to take notes on what theyssaw.
They then discusstalepheir observations, the data to be col-

lected, and the qathod of recording their data. They made

tally sheets, reffirnid ko the crossing, and collected data

on crossing times. Back in the classroom, they calculated

the average and the median crossing times, displayed the
data on line graphs, and discussed their findings. The chil-

dren discussed their recomnendations for changes with a
local policeman, who suggested/that they write a petition to

have thejr changes implemented. The class sent in their

-petition, and within a week warning signs were placed near
the crossing. Returning to the crossing, the students'ob-
served that the cars were indeed travelling more slowly.

My second-grade Class was introduced to Pedestrian Cross-
trigs through a discussion of a record we had heard with the

theme of "Neighbors." One girl told the other children that
she hid to cross a'"big, dangerous" street when she came to

school. As a follow-up activity to her comnent and a-nat-

ural way to lead into a Pedestrian Crossings challenselle,*
planned a walk to the girl's (Ellen's) crossing by the ei^:!'

tire class to see if it were dangerous. The crossing, lo-
cated on' Mt. Auburn Street at Vitnthrop Stfreet, will be re-

ferred tO as "Ellen't%zossing."
Before starting on ur field trip to Ellen's ctossing,

we discussed why ye were going and, what we were going to d

when we got there. Our objectives were to see if the class

agreed that Ellen's crossing was indeed dangerous and to
collect as much data as possible. The class decided that

the data should include:

41
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1. The mumber of cars

2. Whether or not a policeman

crossing
3. Whether or not there was a
4. Whether or not there was a

5. Whether or not there was a

was assigned to the

crosswalk
light

stop sign.

One pupil suggested that we take notes or draw a picture so

that "we would remember what we saw." The children took

paper, books to write on, and pencils along with them on our

walk. One child's drawin& of the crossing is shown in Figure

C1-1.
Later in'the day when we were back in the classroom, the

children and I talked about what we had seen and listed our

observations on the board. They included the following:

1. A lot of cars
2. A.policeman to cross the children

3. A crosswalk
4. -No lights

5. A stop sign at the end of Winthrop Street
near Mt. Auburn Street

6. A bus stop very near the crosswalk
7. Mt. Auburn Street with Op way traffic--four

lanes and Winthrop Street'with two way
traffictwo lanes \

8. When kindergaiten children and Lunch Aides were

crossing we noted that everyone waited for the
signal from the po1iceman and walked inside the

crosswalk lines. .

Only three questions that needed investigation Were raised

by the children:

1. How long is the policeman on duty?

2. How fast do the cars lip?

4 3. Howyould you crossit a policeman weren't there?

The class decided that we would work on answering some ,

of these questions. But_first, weypeeded,folders in which

to store the informatidn wloguld collect--our drawings, ob-

servations, and data. We used sheets of paper which were
twelve by eighteen inches and cut them in half.the short way

to make six by eighteen inch folders.
At this point, the children became involved in experimen-

ting with various tools arid skills which would be useful for

f
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making observations at Ellen's crossing. A trundle wheel

left in the room sparked curiosity; two girls were determined
to find out what it was. After a certain amount of play that
took place with the instrument failed to establish its pur-
pose, I tried to subtly direct them to the'"How To" Cards.
They took the hint and quickly located the cards. Using the
cards, the trundle wheel, and a yaydstick Susan and Ellen
discovered that the trundle wheel was a yard measure. /In

their spare time the two girls helped other classmates dis-
cover the trundle wheel.

Since both girls' interest was extremely high, I felt that
it would be a good time to let them experiment with a stop-
watch to discover how it works as well as how and when to use
it. Together, the girls were able Co do this. Tnce the
girls understood the stopwatch, they helped others in the
class to understand it and use it. The children discovered
that one minute equals sixty seconds. Stpdents were busy
timing any activity that took place, for example, getting
the milk, getting the lunches, trips to the bathroom, etc.

Out of concern' for the youngsters' safety while on a
field trip to a main street, I felt the need to show two
film; on safety nnd working with others. The viewing of the

films and the discussions that followed helped the children
to see the problems created by busy Weets'and to try,to
solve them.

In mid-October the children became involved in mapping

activities. Children were given magnetic compasses without

being told what they were. After eliminating the possibility

of their being tools to measure the temperature of air and
establishing that they were waterproof, I suggested that they
take the compasses home to figure out their use. One student

ip the class discovered what his compass was before the day
was over; others learned of their use at home.

Children constructed directional signs for the classroom

using the compass. The entire class used the compasses to
determine where the signs should be placed. Many repeated

the activity in their homes. Activities did not stop there;

one student used a compass fo determine which direction
windows that were used for grawing plants faced in his par-

ents' home.
We decided to make another trip to the crossing to use

some of the skills we had learned foT making observations.
Since we were going to -c011ect data on crossing times, I
showed the children how to make a tally sheet listing the
names alphabetically on the left of the paper and marking

II inch interval's across the top from point A. Lines were



drawn and the number of seconds marked along the top., (These
nu(ers were later changed by the children when they began 0

time the crossings.) All of the children were extremely in-
terested in the project; excitement spread as the children
bega'n to realize that each one of them would be timed cross=

ing the street. \\\

We made trips to the crosswalk for three half-hour time
periods over three days. On the third day the thildren com-

pleted their tally. They strongly urged that I be timed

crossing the street. I complied! During the time it took

for the class to make the tally, some of the children made

certain observations:

1. From the east there is a bend in the road that
makes it difficult to see cars coming towards

you

2. .There is a tree and a pole which interferes with
vision when crossing the Street north to south

3. A "non-stop" bus.jets down Mt. Auburn Street
from the west'

4. The Watertown/Harvard Square loCal stops very
near the crosswalk--sometimes on the crosswalk!

More accurate results are obtained when all the'
kids are wqrking on "ope new job"

6. A policeman is at the crossing when students
arrive in the morning and leave in theafter-
noou. He is also thereyhen the kindergarten
children arrive and leave.

The children made a list of probleMs still to be solved.
These included questions such as: How Many cars travel east'

and west durtng a given period ofvtime? How fast are cars

travelling? How much time between cars?
During,the next session in the classroom the children

used their individual tally sheets to find the median and
the average crossing times. I read the "How To" Cards aloud

and explained:what we were finding. The children decided,

that we should add five. numbera at a time. I did the com-

putation at the blackboard and encouragedall those who were

able to do the same at their places. the average time needed

to cross was 11 seconds.
.

(),!
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.

11 sec. + 10 sec. + 11 sec. + 12 sec. + 14 sec.

9 9 9 13- 10

9 11, 9 A 17 11

9 14 9 14 -

12 10 10 '10

50 sec. 54 sec. 48,sec.. 66 sec. 35 sec.

50 seC.

54 sec.

48 sec.

66 aec.

+ 35 sec.

253 sec:

11 seconds (average)

23 people 253 seconds

The children had difficulty finding the average but under-

stood and enjoyed the process of finding-the median, which

turned out to be 10 seconds. Aiain I read the "How To"
Cards to them. Splendid questions grew out of his activity.

For example: .

Were,\.ten people 'more observant in their crosiing

than one person alone?
What happened to the boy who took 17 seeonds to

crOss?

If ten people took lealkkhan'll seconds, could

more,people cross in less than 11 seconds?

The next sessions were spent graphing the results of the

field trip to the crossing. In a directed lesson the class

discussed and reviewed how to make a line chart. An example

of.their work is shown in Figure C1-2. Discussions showed

the. following:

1. Students had discovered that the line chart is

much easier to read than the tally sheet.

2. Something was wrong with Raffi's-timing (17
seconds); perhaps the person handling the
stopwatch failed to stop it on time.

3. Children checked the chart to see that all
"like" amounts of seconds were placed

correctly.

a
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Figure C2-2

4. Children decided that 14 seconds to cross the
street was too long according to the facts.
They attributed that tine to walking slowly or
to waiting for cars that didn't stop.

5. 'Most students decided that 11 seconds sounded
reasonable for an average. They understood at
this point that the average means the time it
took most people to cross that particular
crossing.

LI
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The youngsters were very pleased with their work. Some boys

and girls took their graphs home, and others shared them with

other classes.
After Winter Recess the class reviewed the work that had

been done on the challenge and made a list of recommended

changes for the crossing:

1. The crosswalk on Mt. Auburn Street and Wilithrop
Street should be changed to the other side of

Winthrop Street.

2. A warning sign should be posted on the north side
of Mt. Auburn Street facing the cars coming from

the east.

3. A warning sign should be posted on,the south side
of 1..Auburn Street facing the cars coming from
the west.

The class scheduled a visit with Police Lt. Kelly of the
Traffic Division to make a presentation tescribing our activ-
ities from, September to January as well as'our recommends-

tions. Lt. Kelly listened to the children as they explained
the reasons for their recommendations:

1. The crosswalk should be movfd because there ii a

bus stop right next to the crosswalk. The buses

stop on the safety crossing which is dangerous
for the children who have to cross the street.

2. There are no signs to warn drivers of a crosswalk
or school crossing; some should be posted. It

is difficult to see oncoming traffic due to a bend

in the road in one direction and trees and poles
in the other direction.

Lt. Kelly praised their work and explained the reasons
for the placealtnt of the crosswalk. The crosswalk was
placed next to the bus stop on purpose. .It was felt that
more people would use it to get to and from the bus stop
as well as to the stores which were nearby.

He asked the children toiwrite a petition of their re-
quests for changes and sendlit to him; he promised that he
would take action trom there. At the end of February the.

petition was sent. A copy of the petition is shown in Fig-

ure C1L3.

L_



Figure C1-3

HOSMV SCHOOL
COPICORD ROAD

WATERTOWN. MASSACHUSETTS 02172 .

PKONI 924.5531

JOHN J HARRIS. PRINCIPAL

To Whom it may Concern,

We, pupils of Room 111 of the
following petition:

1. We ask to have the crosswalk on
to the other side of Winthrop St

February 26, 1973

Hosmer School, wish to present the

Mt. Auburn St. and Winthrop St. changed

2. We ask to have a warning-croesi,ng sign on the north side of Mt. Auburn St.

facing the cars coming from the east.

3. We abk to have a warning-crossing sign on the south side of At., Auburn St.

facing the cars cOmIng froM the 66110.

. (1) From our observation and (1) collecting data, we have observed the

Watertown Square bus, going east, stopping,on the crosswalk when using the

bus stbp. On the north side of the crosswalk therepis a private garage. .

The owner's cv backs onto Mt. Auburn Si. right across the safety walk. When

we tried to oioss the,walk, we had a kong wait, since autos from both

directions are many and travel so fast. NO cars, at anytime, stopped to let

us cross. On the north side of the crosswalk, there,is i bend on the road

before the crosswalk,' thus making the pedestrian's job of seeing on-,toming

cars almost impossible. At the same place, there are three trees and one

pole that block the view of tht pedestrian who is crossing to the south side.

(243rhere are no signs,on either side of Mt. Auburn St. to warn the drivels
-of a crosswalk, or children crossing, or the like.

We feel this change and these additions will make the crosswalk safer

for pedestrians.

l3re.0"4" 7/C0/7e Su5ar) Cct+a)an6
Thank you.
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The children had an immediate response to dieir petition.
Lt. Kelly issued orders to have a warning sign for drivers
placed near St. Theresa's church on the NE side of Mt.
Auburn Street. This was done within days. On March 16th
the class walked to tIlen's crossing. We observed that cars
slowed down as they neared the intersection, whereas before
the sign was posted, they had continued at a fast speed. We

all walked towards the east and looked at the new sign. The
children were very proud that,their efforts had brought
about a change. A second "used" warning sign had been posted
near the crosswalk. In the spring the crosswalk lines were
freshly painted.

4 4 ,

.
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2. LOG ON PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS

by Audrey Robinson and
Gloria!Downs*

Raymond School, Grade 4
Washington, D.C.
(February-June 1971)

Data Collected at Georgia Ave.
and New Hampshire Ave.
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Figure C2-1
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ABSTRACT

In this class the challenge was introduced during a dis-
cussion of the.safety features and hazards of street cross-
ings near the.school. The children studied both a con-
trolled intersection (stop sign),and an uncontrolled inter-
section. They collected data on the tine students took to
cross and on the arrival times of cars and calculated gap
times between cats. The data was then displayed on bar
graphs, histograms, and line charts, and average and median
times were found.. The students simulated the activity at
one intersection by marking it on the floor and having class
members act as pedestrians and as cars. They discussed the
effects of age and physical handicap on crossing times and
offered recommendations for alleviating these situations.
They discussed the differences between the controlled and,
the uncontrolled intersections and the implications of these
differences for pedestrians. The class presented their find-
ings to the city Department of Traffic but were told that
their proposal to have a traffic light installed at the un-
controlled crossi4 was not feasible.

During the second half of the school year, we asked our
fourth-grade class to comment on the problem of pedestnian
safety At street corners. Reasons for obeying traffic sig-
nals and signs, crossing streets only at corners, and not
playing in the street were discussed. The class was esker)
to think about the Particular corners around the school:
Do you know anything about.the streets you cross when you
are coming to school? What makes a "bad" street?

Some children mentioned two intersections near the schOol
that were especially bad: at 13th and Otis cars speed down
the hill, and there is no traffic light or patrol at the

*Edited by USMES staff
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CP

EWta Collected at Spring Road
and New Hampshire Ave.

SA

Airdo
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-4Yer
rack"

,

bottom; at 10th and Spring Road the
(patrols

have difficulty
in helping the children to cross. We decided our fupre
course of action would be to make a list of the problem
crossings, then actually visit them to see if we could find-
out what was'causing a pedestrian hazard.

list of questions to be explored evolved from our dis-
cusetion:

What light should we se to cross the street?

s
What do the red, yellow and green lights mean?
How should we look before crossing the street?
Why do we have one-way streets? ()

How do drunk drivers keep their licOhses?
What does a U-turn, mean?

, Should we obey the traffic laws?
Do we have school signs?
What,is the speed limit?
Are stop signs necessary?
Do our patrolboys help?
Should we check ourocars b fore taking a trip?

4,61,165
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Figure C2-2

During the next few weeks the class visited nearby inter-
seciions to collect data. The children kept logs of the
time it took.them to cross the street af the intersection of.
Georgia and New Hampshire Avenues and at the intersection
/of Spring Road and New Hampshire Avenue, and each student

made a graph showing the latter data. The individual was re-

presented by a block on the vertical axis; the crossing time
in seconds bra number on the horizontal axis. The traffic
logs are shown in Figures C2-1 and C2-2, and one of the stu-

. dcnt's graphs is shown in Figure C2-3.
After discussing our observations, most of the class

seemed to think a traffic light instead of a stop sign
should be,placed at the corner of New Hampshire Avenue and .

Spring Road. They also expressed the opinion that the tine
for pedestrians crossing at Georgia and New Hampshire Ave-
nues should be lengthened.

The next week, the class simulated cars and pedestrians
at an intersection. A'mock intersection was set up by using
plastic strips; a gray strip reprgsented the curb; a green
strip, grass; a,white strip, the streeti .iThe tliass decided
our intersection was an uncontrolled corner because it had
no light or stop sign. We reviewed terminology--pedestrian,
police officer, uncontrolled vs. controlled corner--and then
asked one student to play a pedestrian and two students to
be cars. Our pedestrian crossed the stret safely but was
criticized for her failure to look both ways.

101
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Data Collected, lit Spring Road and New Hampshire Ave.
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Figure C2-3

The cars were instructed to keep moving, bringing up the
'problem: How will our pedestrian be able to cross the
street in heavy traffic? The class suggested that a traf-

\ fic light mighi be installed at the corner. A model traf-

fic light had been constructed by the tepchers* and was now
brought out and "installed" at the corner. Obeying the
traffic signal, several more pedestrians and cars crossed
the intersection.

We had previously drawn a graph on the cfialkboard showing
how long it took the children to cross an intersection. We

asked them to look at that graph now and find the longest
amount of time. They found that three students had each
needed nine seconds. We then discussed the following prob-

lem: If the length of the proposed WALK light was only a
little longer than nine seconds, how would a handicapped or
slow-moving person be able to cross this street safely? The

class offered these recommendations:

*The children might also consider constructing one: See
log of Robert Farias.--ED.
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*The average rate oftraffic flow can be calculated by
dividing the average number of cars by the observation time.
--ED.

1. Have a patrolman at every corner.
2. Have a walk kutton for pedestrians.

3. Have islands for all streets to help handi-
capped people.

4. Lengthen WALK lights.

A visiting pol ce officer discussed the feasibility of these
recommendation with the class.

The children spent quite a bit of time over a three-imek
period collecting data on the number of cars that passed
the corners of Spring Road and New Hampshirg Avenue, New ,

HampshiiLand Georgia Avenues, and Spring Road and 10th
Street: 41

Spring Road and New Hampshire Avenue

Monday 16

Tuesday 28

Wednesday 43

Thursday 32

Friday 19

New Hampshire and Georgia Avenues

Monday 43

Tuesday 45

Wednesday 63

Thursday 40

Friday 62

Spring Road and 10th Street

Monday 26

Tuesday 14

Wednesday 13

Thursday 15

Friday 16

This data was used to learn averages. The children were

shown how to find the average by adding all the quantities
in a given set of numbers to get the sum, and then dividing
the sum by the total number of quantities.* A sample of
one student's work is shOwn in Figure C2-4.

""
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The children were alsd asked to find their average cross-
ing time by looking at a graph previously drawn on the board:

23-'1\ RoAd

uk5

S31.:19 -251

7- R3
4

4

Figure C2-4
Aft

Name of Student

Randall

Kirn

Cheryl

',JacWie

Eernice

Lae

Toyer

Sharon

Karen

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

NUMber of Seconds

As expected, most children were unable td estimate simply
by examining the graph. They found the average by addin
and dividing as they had done with the number of c Wis-
ing the three intersections.

The following week data collected at Spring Road and New
Hampshire Avenue was used to extend the children's ability
to construct graphs. We asked the children how many seconds
it took each one to cross and wrote those numbers on the
board:

8 9 10 8

7 7 8 7

10 6 9

10 8 10 9

10 10 9 6

The children were asked, How many children crossethe
street in six seconds? They responded, two children. How
many crossed in seven seconds? They responded, three;
eight seconds, five children; nine secondsfour children;
ten econds, six children.

A

Each child was given a piece of graph paper and risked to
rule from 1 to 10 on each ax4. Ttitrizontal numbers
would represent seconds; vertAcel n ers would represent
the number of children that crossed the street. They were
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Left columns show arrival times; right columns

show gap times. The first Op time in each
column includes the remainder of thirty seconds
left in the previous column.--ED.

Figure C2-6

asked to find on the vertical.axis the number of children
crossing, to follow that line acrosh the,paper, and to stop

at the number on the horizontal axis showing the seconds it
took them to cross. When tjtis was done for all the numbers,

the children shaded in their bars with crayons. Referring

to the histogram, they 'answered these questions: How many

children crossed the street in nine seconds? They responded,

four children. How miny crossed in six seconds? They re-

sponded, two children; ten seconds, six childrin; seven
seeonds, three children; eight seconds, five children. Whet

is the total number of people that crossed? The children

repried, twenty people. A sample histogram is shown in'

Figure C2 5.*

C."

-ONTROLLED INTERSECTION AT SPRING
AND NEW HAMPSHIRE AVE

ROAD
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Figure C2-5

Two weeks later, starting on a Monday, the children again
visited the intersection at Spring Road and New Hampshire

*At some point in the unit the dhildren will have to calcu-
late the average or median tine needed for a person to
cross thestreet in order to apply this data to the prob-
lem of finding out whether a control is needed at the in-

tersection. The median crossing tine is much easier.to
find than the average; for the above data it is the 10th
crossing time in,order of size, namely 8 seconds. A cam-

parison of this median crossing time and the median gap
time between cars is a good basis for planning a control.
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Avenue (an intersection with a stop sign) each day at 1:00

p.m. for the week. They used a,stopwatch to record data on

arrival times of cars during a four-minute period at the
crossing across from the stop sign. Each day, after re-

turning to the classroom, the data on arrival times was put
on the chalkboard and gap times were calculated by sub-
tracting successive arrival times. The data given in Figure,

C2-6 is for Thursday of that week.
Once gap times were calculated, the children had to tally

to see how often each gap occurred. They found the largest

gap time, numbered on the chalkboard from one to that number,

-and Proceeded tb tally as shown in Figure C2-7.
Each child was given a piece of graph paper to make a

picture showing the gaps in traffic for that day. One stu-

dent's histogram Is shown in Figure C2-8.

There are actually fifty-9one cars in this list.

--ED.

fl
Figure C2-7

Controlled Intersection at Spring Rd. and New Hampshire Aye.
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We followed this procedure eaCh day for the week, waiting
until Wednesday to introduce the concept of median. After

the children's graphs were completed, we asked thew to look

at all the gaps and see if they could tell which number

would be the middle number. They made several guesses. How

could we find out for sure? One suggestion was to look at

the numbers and.pick the middle number. After some discus-

sibn we introduced and explained the concept of median (see

Gloasary). The children suggested that we write down in
order all the numbers, counting to find out how many we had.

The number in the middle would then be the median. Thurs-

day's aata is shown in Figure C2-9.
The fact thet there were a number of items in our list

presented a problem. The class deciddd that if the numbers

in the middle were the saae, then we could use either number.

The medlans for the five days were all three seconds.
In comparing their crossing times with gap times, the

children realized by looking at the daily histograms that
there were several gap times equal to or larger than 8

seconds when they could cross the street.*
The following week the class wanted to make a large his-

togram showing what traffic looked like at 1:00 p.m. for ,

four minutes4during the five-day period. Each day's tally 1

of gap times waeOput on the board and totalled to obtain a

cumulative frequency:

*To make a recOmmendation for a traffid control for the in-
tehection, the children will want to find out if the traf-
fic pattern varies According to the day and to determine an
average pattern. A'certain gap time or range of gap times
could be studied. Since the median crossing time,wIts 8
seconds, a range of gaps of 8 seconds or more would indi-
cate possible crossing opportuuities. A question to ask
the student is, "About how long do you have to wait for a
long enough gap to cross?" The number of gap times of 8
seconds or more for five days trom the chart on the next
page is as follows: Monday, 8 gaps; Tuesday, 10 gaps; Wed-
nesday, 10 gaps, Thursday, 11 gaps; Friday, 3 gaps. When
these numbers are arranged in order of size (3, 8, 10, 10,
11), the median number is the third: 10 gaps. That means

'that on most days a person who takes 8 seconds to cross
the street would have ten opportunities during the obser-
vation period of four minutes at 1:00 p.m.

The children might also compare gap times and crossing
times by making a slope diagram. (See Glossary and "How
To" Cards.)--ED.
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Mlom Toss. Wed Mac Fri. ' TOTAL
1 sea 5 + 4 + 11 + 9 + 9 = 38

2 18 10 16 15 9 66

3 14 11 10 6 8 49

4 7 5 6 1 9 28

5 7 2 ,.5 5 2 21

8 5 3 5 1 1 15

7 1 1 0 3 1 8

8 3 1 2 2 1 0

9 0 , 3 2 1 1 1 7

.---_ 10 1 0 3 3 0 7

11 1 1 0 1 0 3

12 0 1 0 0 1 2

13 0 2 0 1 0 3

14 0 0 0 1 1 2

15 1 0 0 0 0 1

16 0 0 1 1 0 2

17 0 0 0 1 0 1

18 1 0 1 0 0 2

el
19

'20

0 2 0 0 0 2
a- 0 0 1 0 0 1

21 1 0 0 0 0 1

IMO
IMO

OM Ili

s In a s 4 tt 4

Gap times in seconds

COntrol ed Interiection at Spring laud
and Nome Hampshire Ave.

Figure 10-10
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The actual histogram the class made As too large for re-

production here, but a small version appears in Figure C2-10.
The class reviewed the meaning of medlan and agreed that
with numerous pieces of data the median is easier to calcu-

late than the average.
The principal attended thi" session and expressed concern

about the safety of the intersection at Spring Road and New

Hampshire Avenue. She agreed to take a report on this sith-
ation from the student" to hiiher authorities to see if

something could be done about the problem.
Since most of our data so far had been collected at Spring

Road and New Hampshire Avenue, an intersection controlled by

a stop sign, we decided to make a survey of an uncontrolled

intersection, 13th &nil Otis Streets. The children had pin-

pointed this intersection as particularly bad because it is

at fhe bottom olia hill'down which cars speed. Our objec-

tive was tb write'and forward another report to fhe'Depart7

sent of Traffic in Waskington, D.C., tolsee if we could get

some type of control for this intersection.

We spent ft" lunch hours at 13th and Otis timing car ar-
rivals for four minutes at the intersection. We followed

the elme procedure as described for Spring Road and New
Hampshire Avenuei 'calculating and tallying gap times and

finding the median when we returned to the clasSroom each

115
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day. The following'data shows cumulative frequency of gap

times at 13th and Otis Streets, an uncontrolled corner, at

Day Four Gap Times at 23th and Otis Streets 1:00.p.m. for four minutes over a five-day period:*

144- 671°11011

); *Qv. As.
Figure C211

rl-AL U

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. TOTAL

1 sec. 16 + , 30 + 5 + 27 + 11 = 89

2 14 18 12 24 32 100

3 5 10 9 11 7 42

4 4 3 5 8 11 31

5 2 5 4 5 4 20
6 2 6 3 5 3 19

7 2 0 4 1 0 7

8 '0 0 2. ' 0 1 3
9 1

.
0 2 3 1 7

10 1 0 2 '0 0 3
11 3 1 3 1 0 8 .
12 1 0 0 0 0 1

13 0 0 0 0 1 1

14 1 0 0 0 1 2 .

15 0 0 1 0 0 1

16 0 0 0 0 1 1

17 0 0 0 0 0 0

18 0 0 0 0 0 0 .,

19 0 0 0 0 0 0

20 0 0 0 0 0
21 0 0 0 0 0

22 0 0 1 0 0 r. 1

23 1 0 0 0 0 1

.24 1 0 , 0 0 0 1

m=2., m=2 m=3 m=2 m=2 338 cars

Rilther than making histograms of the information, tfie chil-

dren made line charts such as the one shown in Figure C241.

*This data can be compared with the data from the controlled
intersection by noting that the mediiin gap time for e4ch
day is 2 seconds compared to the median gap time of 3 sec- t
onds for the intersection with the stop sign. Another com-

parison can be made by finding the median number of gaps
equal to or more than the median crossing time for the f e

days. Assuming that the median crossing time is a
seconds, the numbdr of such gaps for the five days are re-
spectiliely, 9 gaps, 1 gap, 11 gaps, 4 gaps, 5 gaps. The

median!number of gaps equal to or.more than 8 seconds is 5.
This means thatA perion would have only five opportunities'
to cross this uncontrolled intersectiod in tge observation

period of faux minutes.--ED.
"
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We compared daily line charts of 13th and Otis with histo2
frame made several weeks earlier of Spring Roe4 and New
lampshire Avenue, discuesing differences in frequency of gap
times between the controlled and uncontrolled intersections
and what that might mean for the pedestrian ettempting to
cross.

The children organized their statistics and sent them
along with a letter totthe city Department of Traffic. Be-
fore the esd of the school year, the traffic department sent
a representative to talk with the children about their pro-'
posed changes. The official told the class that since the
uncontrolled intersection at 13th and Otis Streets was lo-
cated at the bottom of the hill, it would not be feasible
for cars to stop in time for a traffic light at the speed
they would be travelling. He suggested that the class should
inform other children in the school to cross at the next in-
eersection, which had a traffic control and was therefore
considerab4y safer.

0.0
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3. LOG ON PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS

by Janet Sitter*
Allen Street School, Grades 4, 5
Lansing, Michigan,

(November 1971-June 1972)

ABSTRACT
In their study of a busy street and, a controlled crossing

near their school, this class first OBUnied the number of
cars passing in each direction on two,different streets and
compared the median and average number of cars for each
street. They discussed representing the 'data on a picto-

graph but decided a bar graph was More accurate. They

measured student crossing times, both for inditriduals.and
groups, and compared the 'median and average times with'the
time the WALK light was on. They represented the data on

both bar graphs and line charts. In the Design Lab they
constructed trundle wheels that were used to obtain measure
ments of the crosqing area for the'stale model that the
class later constructed. They discussed their methods of
measurement and the accuracies of each and constructed a
conversion chart for measurements. They listed suggestions
to make the crossing safer, including a pedestrian overpass,
and discussed the advantages and disadvantages of their
recommendations with local policemen. The class decided

that further study was needed and that lengthening the dur-
ation of the WALK light was the best alternative for the
expense involved.

leo

During about six months of the 1971-72 school year, my
class of fourth and fifth graders worked on the Pedestrian
Crossings challenge. We normally worked in forty-five
minute sessions, three'times a week.

We started by discussiqg Kalamazoo Street, which is the
street most children have to cross to get to hool. The

children argued about whether or not Kalamazoo'Street was
a "busy" street. They decided that in order t judge, they
would count the number of cars which traveled the street.
They suggested also counting the number of cars on Michigan
Avenue, the main street in town and a six-lane road. The

two sets of data could ihen be compared.

*Edited by USMES staff -
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Before going outilide we discussed how we wanadto col-
lect and record the data. Ana children decided to break
into four groups so that two groups could count the cars in
each direction and check the accuracy of each other's count,
ing. We also discussed recSrding the date, time,'and lo-
cation each pine we collected data,,

Once outside, two groups stationia'themselves'about !00

feet apart on the north side of Kalamazoo Street and counted
the cars heading west, while the other two-giOups stood 500
feet apart on the south side and counted the traffic_travel-
ing east. After counting for thirty minutes, we went back

to school and examined our data.
The children were upset to discover discrepancies in the

totals. One group keeping track of cars going west counted
fifty-two and the other counted for4vne; thp groups count-
ing traffic heading.,east counted seventy-nine and fifty-six.
After some discussion it became apparent that the groups
were using different criteria to decide whether or not to
count a vehicle. For example, same groups counted bicycles
and same counted cars as soon as they appeared, even though
they sometimes turned before reaching the childreu. The
class then discussed how they could be mare accurate when
collecting data in the future.

The children discussed what to do with the two figures
they had for each direction and decided to take the middle
number (median). Then we talked about averages, and they
decided that taking an average would be better in this Oise.
They found the averages to be forty-seven cars heading west
and sixty-five cars heading.east during the half hour of
observation. They discusseeWhy more cars were traveling
east; the university, the freeway, and the shopping center

were offered as likely destinations.
The followingiday, the children counteacars on MiUligan

Avenue. They were better organized and counted more ac-

curately. They counted a total of 249 cars during a half
hour's observation, 96 traveling east and 153 traveling west.
They compared these figures with the totals for Kalamazoo
Street and concluded that although Kalamazoo was busy, `

Michigan was still busier. They enthusiastically agreed
with the child who commented, "And now we know for sure;

we have proof!"
Back in the classroom, the class discussed ways of pre-

senting their data. Thechildren first suggested drawing
a street with forty-seven,oars heading one way and sixty-
five cars heading the other._,After, discussing the diffi-

culty of drawing so many cars, they suggested representing

1 21
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each Car with one dot and had the tdacher drawing the fol-
1owf6g-picture on the blackboard:

iakmanto I I
o . .

Immio000

Sireet
oe fee

em mosmo amow ammo& min= ON a.m 10. OMEN,. maI oo

1: I

The children were dissatisfied with this picture of their
data. They commented that the dots were confusing_and re-
quired as much work as writing out the information. Finally,

several students suggested making a graph. After much dis-
casion, they settled on a bar graph like this:*

Caton Watam fAtop MoNn
Wm** Wwwaso Oichtpre NI:4ra

*The children might discuss whether another scale on theofaa-
tical axis would show the data more clearly. This problem

arises in many USI,B§.Units. See Background Paper, GR 3

Using Graphs to UndersOnd Data - -ED.
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The class Arescussed the controllea crossing at Kalamazoo

and Shepard Streets, focusing on why they felt it was unsafe
and what they thought could be done to improve it. They
were certain the light was-not long enough to allow for
crossing safely. They estiniated crossing times, but their
guesses were widely divergeit and considerably off base.
For example, here are some of their estimated crossing times;

Roger 1 second
Kevin 5 minutes
Lydia 1 minute
Mary 30 seconds

*to

Finally, they agreed that they should find out how long it
-Actually took to troas by timing each oaier. They felt that
they ought to time the light as well.

The discussion progressed to things that help us cross
saffiy. The list included the following items:

1. Tiliffic lights.

2. WALK - DON'T WALK lights.
. 3. Traffic signs such as "Stop" and "Yield."

4. Crosswalks.
,;e0), 5. Crossing spards or policemen. -

6. Skywaika (pedestrian overpasses).
7. Pedestrian tunnels-under the street.

After using the "How to Use a Stopwatch" cards to learn
about stopwatches, a group of children went outside totime
gach other crossing the street and to time the light. They
discovered that while. the WALK 'sign was on for eight seconds,
three of the eight children in the group took longer than
that to cross. Here is the crossing time data they gathered:

Barbara 10 seconds
Monte 9 seconds
Fred 8 seconds
Vicky . 9 seconds
Sheila 7 seconds
Ernie ir 8 seconds
Jim 8 seconds
Mary ' 7 seconds
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Figure C3-1

The next day another group timed each other as they crossed
Kalamazod Street and obtained similar results.

After'examining both sets of crossing time data, the
children computed the median and the average and discussed
,the difference between the two. They felt that finding the
median was easier. They discovered that the median cross-
ing time was.81/4 seconds and the average, 8 8/19 seconds,
.both slightly more than the time the WALK sign stayed-lit.
Then each child graphed the crossing times for his group
.and wrote an explanatory "white paper" to accompany the
graph. They knew what.data they wanted to include in the
graph, but only after,much discussion did they figure out
how to set it up. Figure C3-1 dhows ong of,their graphs
of individual crossing times.*

While discussing the,crossing,tiiae data, the children
-6SerVed that a group of children wouidtake longer to;.)cross
than an individual and that groups crosSed daily in the
morning, at lunch time, and in the afternoon when it was
time to go home. They dedided to time each other crossing
in groups and also to time groups of other children as they
crossed on their way home.
The class went out to the intersection and timed groups
ranging in size from one to six children. Here is their
data:

1 person 91/4 seconds

2 people 81/4 seconds

3 people 10'seconds
4,people 101/4'seconlis

5 people 91/4 seconds

6 people 131/4 seconds

In the.classrooin they graphed their resulti and wrote ac- 4

companying "white papers". One child's line graph of these
group crossings is shown in Figure.C3-2.

The children also timed groups of different numbers of
students crossing Kalamazoo Street after school ended the
next day. They figured that ihe average number'of children
in a group was ten and that the average crossing time was
10.4 seconds.

*The children might pool their data and donstruct a bar
graph of the number of children versus crossing time.- -ED..

125
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1*!14,0,016.11XmAg.
Here is the data they collected on these groups:

um*

441.-

No. of Time

Group Children (seconds)

41 /
. 5 4

2 8 8

3 12 5

4 11 12

5 13 15

6 15 16

They made graphs of these crossing times, also.*
Looking over the data they had collected'y the children

concluded that their initial hypothesis was correct: the

crossing was not safe. They then turned their attention

to how to °Ake it safe. Their suggestions included:

1. Build skywalk over street to replace light.
2. Build skywalk at Kalamazoo and Allen (one

block west),
3. Build Under-road passageway.
4: Make WALK light longer.

6
f A

The disadvantages of each suggestion were discussed. The

t.% 21- s 4 S 4 -ix Wait " L 9 children decided that problems with the skywalk were:
,

;J.e...y. . Yl° Some children would be afraid to use it and

1 r)
*-4 1)

would cross the street anyway.
Figure C3-2 2. Some children would push and shove as they

used it an4 someone might fall off.
3. Some people can't climb stairs.

4. It could break.

Disadvantages to the tunnel were: A

A
1. 'It would be dark and people would be afraid to

use it.
2. Dope pushers and muggers might hang out there.

3. Some people can't climb stairs.

*The children might look for a wiy to present both sets of ,

data on gine graph* 'See Background Paper, GR4 nexesentin.
Several Sets of Data on One Graph. -

P4I"0
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Finally, making the light longer had the following problems
associated with it:

1. Cars would anticipate the light change and
move too soon anyway.

2. When only one person had to cross, cars would
have a long wait for no reasoms

3. Too many cars would be lined up waiting to move.

One child suggested that we ask the other children in the
school which of the three alternatives they preferred. An-

other child proposed that we make a drawing or a model of
the area, including the skywalk, the tunnel, and the traffic
light so that we could show the other classes what we were

talking about. ;he other children liked the idea of making
a mbdel. They began to think Wont how tb ileasuro diltances
outside so that they could construct a model to scale. They
discussed using rulers, yardsticks, tape measures, and string

to measure distances, and then talked about what sorts of
things should be measured outside.

The children's discussion about hoF they could measure
the width of Kalamazoo Street went 14ce this:

S: Use a tape measure!
S: That's too short.

S: Tie some together.
SI That's too hard and no good for measuring.
S: How about yardsticks?
S: Are you kidding? We'd get killed it'd take

so long.

S: I got it! Tie a string around a pole op one
side and then pull it across and tie around a
pole on the other side. Then measure the,string.

S: No good! The cars would break it when they

went by.

S: Put the string up htgh so they can go under it.

S: What about trucks ana\buses then?
S: So use a ladder and get way up.

S: Never mind the poles. When you tie it to a

pole you make it longer than the street.

S; That takes too long.

S: I know! One person holds one end on one side
and someone else walks across the street with
the other end. Then put the string down and
let the cars ge over it until the light changes
again and then you can wind it up.

I "3



S: Then what?

' S: Bring it back into the room and measure it!

Others: Okay' Guess so....That's thp best idea yet.

The next day I brought in a trundle wheel, and it'didn't

take long for the children to figure out what it was for.
They examined it thoroughly and then measured the room and

hall. Then they decided to make trundle wheels in the
Design Lab and use them to measure distances outside.

The children worked on making trundle wheels in the

Design Lab for several weeks. After cutting circles out'of

Tri-Wall they measure4 around them using different materials.

They started using yarn and string but noticed that it
stretched and gave different measurements each time% One

_student_then_suggestedusing,yirp,....and they all agreed it

was best. Most of the circles were within,a half inch of'

thirty-six inches, but the children were not satisfied, so

they planed and sanded them down. After attaching the cir-

cles to the stick handles ind trying them out, the children

discovered that same of the wheels were wobbly. They de-

cided that they had made the axle holes too big, and they
drove pegs thrdugh the holes alongside the axle to correct

the prohlem. One student also tried.to find a way to

attach a counter to the trundle wheel which would automat-
ically keep countlof the number of revolutions.

A group of children also worked on.making angle finders

in the Design Lab to use while gathering mdasurements out-

side for their scale model of the school a a. They looked

r.--1%
at the cards on "How to Find the Height of a uilding or a

aTree" for information on possible methods of m suring high

objects. Then they worked on making several angle findeis.

The children worked in the Design Lab about once eve

two weeks for an hour or so. They finished their trundle

wheels and angle finders in about five sessions--or ten

weeks.*
During several sessions two groups of Children experi-

mented with different measuring devices outside.** One

*More time in the Design Lab is recommended at certain

periods during the unit so that the'children's data col-
lecting plqns are not held up for lack of measuring'tools.
ED.

**The children might discuss which devices were accurate as

well as easy to use. See Background Paper, Determining

the Best Instrument to Use for a Certain Measurement for

details on a. way tg compare acculzacy of different measur-

ing tools.--ED.

1.-ryri
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group measured the north side of Kalamazoo Street between
Allen and Shepard with a trundle wheel and then with two
yardsticks. The other group measured the south side using
a trundle wheel and then string. They gathered four
slightly different measurements and encountered some dif-
ficulties with each device.

The group using yardsticks had trouble remembering to
keep track of how,far they had measured before moving the
sticks. ThePmeasured the distance to be 96 yards 30 inches.
The other group found.that their siring was not long enough
to measure the entiie distance. Finally, they decided' to

pull ihe string as far as they could and mark that &pot,
then lay out the string to the end and mark the distance on
the string. They measured the string, added the figures
-and got 97 yarde 23-inches.

The screw whiCh clicked off the rotations on the trundle
wheel came out, and the children couldntt get it badk in so
that it would cfick. They solved this problem by carefully
keeping track of each Utile the screw passed the tetal strip
on the wheel, since they kneW this was the point where it
would have clicked. The group on the north side measured
91 yards 18 Inches and the south side group, 92 yards 20
inches. At this point, one boy examined the trundle wheel

I and announced that it really measured 37 inches instead of
4 36 inches at each rotatilon. The othnrs'carefully looked

over the trundle wheel and finally concurred. They next

tried to correct their trundle wheel meagurements. After
much discussion they decided that since it was really mea-
suringpne yard and one inch each time, they had 91 inches
too many'in one case and 92 inches too many in the other.
They hadda hard time deciding whether to add or subtract
these amounts, but finally subtracted.*

After examining the measurements taken by the different
measuring methods the children discussed how each method

was inaccurate. One child suggested taking an average of

alit measurements fot each side of the street. The other

children agreed that this would best represent the real dis-
tances. They figured the averages to be 94 yards 18 inchee

*If the wheel had been 36" in circumference instead of 37",
it would have turned tore times to cover the same distance.
Therefore,,their distances are too short: the,91 and 92

inches shoUid be added, bringing the trundle wheel measure-
. ,

ments closer to the string measurements.--ED.
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(south side) and 94 yards 12 inches (north side). Tiis

activity required good reasoning and figuring on the part

of the children.

.
Before beginning the scale model of the area *side, we

'Worked for several weeks on a floor plan, drawn to scale,

of our classroom. The children measured the room and the

furniture. After measuring, we began talking about convert-
%ging measurements from one unit of measure to another. Since

the children had a hard time conceptualizing conversions, we

.
made tables like the one below which showed the equivalen-

cies between inches, feet, and yards. The children used the

charta to practice converting the measurements they had'
taken around the room from one unit of measure to another.

After becoming experienced in converting measurements,
the children examined the large paper they were going to use

for the floor plan and discussedwbat scale to use. Stu-

dents suggested having one block' equal one inch or one yard,

but others protested these choices as too small or too large.

Finally, after carefully conspering the dimensions of the
roam, they decided to have one hlock represent pne foot.

They discussed the fact that each block measured one inch
in the paper and made the folloWing distinctions:

11 block equals 1 inch
1 block represents 1 foot
1 inch represents 1 foot

1 u,'
,



They converted the room measurements to feet and cut
their paper to the right size. They pasted the paper onto

cardboard and began converting the original measurements
from yards or inches to feet and fractions of feet. Then,

using their scale, they changed the converted measurements
to blocks (inches), measured these dimensions on an appro-
priately colored piece of construction paper, and cut oux
the scale representation of the pieces of furniture. When

they bad inches left over after converting an original mea-
surement into feet, they divided a block into twelve equal,
parts, and counted off as mafty parte as they had inches to
find the right measurement. As they finished each piece of

u furniture they commented on its size. They thought most

were too small until they discovered that.when they placed
several beside each other on the floor plan, the pieces
looked right afier all. They developed a sense of propor-

tion in this ways
The children located the north, south, east, and west

sides of the classroom and the NE, NW, SE, and SW corners.
They labeled their floor plans and began using the direc-
tion when talking about ihe location of the different pieces
of furniture in the room., They played guessing games using
the directions as clues to particular student, desk, black-
board, etc., they weri thinking of.

The children used Alote apple measuring, convereing to feet

and scaling to blocks (inches), sequence that they had used
to make.the furniture in order to accurately locate the
pieces on the floor plan. The project dirtied out to be very

time7consuming; although we were proud of the results, we
grew anxious to return to the real issue of pedestrian

,safetY. The children said they wished they could have
started on an outdoor model immediately, but they weren't
sure if they could have handled It without the knowledge
gained from working on the classroom floor plan.
vTwo police officers visited the class. They showed a

film on pedestrian safety add then asked the children about
their work. The children told them that the crossing in
front of the school was tiot safe, that the average person
took slightly_longer to cross than the length of time the
WALK light was_on, and that groups often took considerably
longer. They pointed out that having the light dined for
the "average" person may mean high risks for quite a few
people. The police explaited that a person has time to
finish crossing when the DON'T WALK sign Is flashing, and
that it is not safe to cross only when the DON'T WALK sign
is constant and not flashing. We not realized that the

WALK--flashing DON'T WALK sequence was imed with the red
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traffic light and the solid DON'T WALK sequence with the

green. The children decided the crossing was not as dan-

gerous as they thought, but suggeqted collecting new data,

to be sure. The police officers also discussed the chil-
dren's proposed solutions to the problem. They told them

net a skywalk costs about $30,000 and that a tunnel would
be even more expensive since it would have to go under the

sewers. The officers told them that changing the timing on

the traffic light would be the most practical solution, and
they discussed changing it onl)y during school hours. The

children understood the realities of the situation and en-

joyed a spirited discuesion with the officer about the
0

crossing and pedestrian safety in general.

Inspired by their discussion with the police officers,
the children worked hard 'making a model of the controlled
crossing at Kalamazoo and Shepard Streets. They scaled down

the street measurements taken outside at the crossing, built
the!, model out of Tri-Wall in the Design Lab, and added toy

cars, trees, and figures. Using their model the Ichildren

took turns simulating pedestrians crossing the street and
cars stopping at lights for different light sequences. In

this way they hoped to arrive at a light sequence that would
provide a long enough WALK ligbt for everyone to cross but
not too long a red light for w4iting cars. The year ended,

however, before the children could complete.their trials and
make their final recommendations for changing the timing of

the WALK light.



4. LOG ON PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS
1

by Robert Ferias*
Adams School, Grade 6
Lexington, Massachusetts
(September 1971-April 1972)

ABSTRACT
This class worked on sdveral different aspects of the

Pedestrian Crossings challenge. They measured the crossing
under study and constructed a scale mbdel of the area. They
measured the gap times of cars and the crossing tines oftstu.-
dents, displayed tPylata on histOgranst-and cAlculated the
average times. The ess then discussedthe-implications,of
the average gap times for pedestrian crossing times. During
this time the students alsq surveyed the number of cars that
signaled,fora.turn,at the intersection._ They constructed
signs asking drivers to use theirturn signals and note& a
marked increase'in those dcdng so. After a discussion:of
traffic and safety rules wi'th a local polideman, they.wrote
to the state traffic survey team. From their reply, the, .

students found that they' had followed most of the proper pro-
cedure fot tiAfad,SUrvey. 16.1eVer,-theY-fbandt-hit-S46S----70---
asking drivers to signal forturns were not posted. ,They'de-'
-aided to extendtheirvOtigation to cover all foUi- inter-

°
Csections near the school, collecting data on them, comparing
their results', and discussing reasons for any differences.
WOrking in the Design Lab, thdy consaucted aomodel traffic
signal and trundle wheels to measure distances. Using their
scale model, scale model cars, the treffic dignal, and.traf-
fic signs that they had made, the students made a videotape
on pedestrian safety for the lower grades. In addition-they
made, edited, and voice dubbed a film cn their 'methods of
sale data collection. TheY finished byimaking a survey of
traffic in the school driveway and parking area and submitted

'%.** their recomuhnded changes to the princibal.

Figure C4-1

During the fii:st half of the 1971-1972 school year, my
sixth-grade class worked almost daily on exploring the prob -00
lems.of pedestrian crossings. We begariby discussing what
routes children used to wallc to aehool and what problems

A

*Edited by.USMES staff
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they encountered crossing streets along the way. We talked
about the crossing in front of the school and the busy inter-
section 100 feet away. The children were eager to investigate
and try.to solve the problems they thought were involved.
They went out and examined the area and then suggested three
factors which make crossing safely difficult at times:

1. speed of cars,

2. number of cars,

3. time of day (heavy/light traffi0.

The discussion led to how they might make the school cross-
ing safe and how they might prove that it wasn't'safe. Sug-,
gestions included gathering information on:

1. the number of cars going by in one minute,
2: the crossing time of pedestrians,
3. the number of cars using their blinkers when ,

turning,

4. the timing of the traffic light.

The children decided to divide into groups to investigate
I different aspects of the problem.

After the first visit to the crossing all the children
made diagrams of the school area such as the one in Figure
C4-1. One gtoup then decided that they wanted to make a
scale model of the area, and they spent about three weeks on
this activity. First, they went to the "How To" Cards on '
scall,fig for liformation. When they first mpnt out, they
measured distances at the crossing mith theIr feet, but then
they realizedithat they needed more accurate measurementb.
ThO,disdussed different measuring devices and afterwards
went out and used rulers, yardsticks and balls of string.
When they compared their data, they found big differences. '

This led to a discussion of the need to be accurate when

344/
measuring and the accuracy of different measuring devices
for different purposes. They measured the distances outside
again with the same devices until they were substantially in
agreement. After recording the measurements they discussed
what scale to use and decided on 20 feett41 inch. they
drew a blueprint for the model and then began making the
model itself out of Tri2Wall and papier mache. Other chil-
dren expressed a desire to make their own models. The scal-
ing group briefed them on scaling procedures. The children
then took measurements of the class model and made their own
models one-fourth of the scale of Ohe class model.

I



Figure C4-2
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Another group dedided to time the gaps between cars
traveling through the intersection. They used the '41ow to

Use a Stopwatch" cards and discussed how to record the gap
times. During the text several days they went out to the
intersection once a day fotabout 45 minutes. While two
small stoups recorded the arrival times of cars traveling
along Mnssachusetts in one direction, two other groups did
the same for the traffic heading the other way. Back in the
classroom they subtracted the arrival times to set gap times,
tallied the gap times, and then made bar graphs of them.
Figures C4-2 and C4-73 are examples of fheir tally sheets and.-
bar graphs. The upRer figure is part of one child's tally
sheet; it shows arriyal times on the left.of each double
column of figures and tbe gap times figured on the right of
the column,. The lower figure is a histogram of tallied gap
times for one day's 'observation. Shown in Figure C4-4 is
part of another tally sheet; it shows how some cbildren tal-
lied the nuMberof gap times of different lengths.

'GAPrimes 7414/ YHE&Ir
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After examining Vie data and calculating averages, the
group reported to tfie class that 70% of the gap times were
less than five-seconds. In the course of the class discus-
sion, the children came to realize that this meant the cross-
ing times of pedestrians would have to be a-lot less than
five seconds in order for the crossing to be considered safe.
The gap time group then decided to investigate irossing
tilies. They timed each child as he or she crossed and then
figured the average crossing time. Here is the data they
gathered:

Duane 10 secs.

Laurie 9

Jason 71/2

Fenley §1/2

James 71/2

'Brenda 10

Debbie 61/2

-Sandra 9

Dawn 6

They reported that the children took an average of 8-1/3 sec-
onds to_cross. They also timed the tra?fic light at the
school crossing and reported that the red-and-yellow WALK
signal remained on for 13 seconds, giving children enough
time to cross the'street.

While measuring gap times and distances at the crossing,
the children noticed that cars often did not slignal before
they turned off Massachusetts Avenue onto Pleaiant Street.
They felt that this was an important problem, and a new
group was formed to record the number of cars that signaled
and the number that did not. Observing for short periods
daily for one week, they discovered that out of 257 cars
turning left at the intersection, 100 (or 41%) did not use
their blinkers or hand signals. Out of 458 cars turning
right at the intersection, 247 did not signal.* This is

the data they collected ovet a five day period.

*The children might check to see if the difference in
traffic flow at various times of day affected the use of
blinkers.--ED.

1
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Arlington to Lexington Time
Did,Use
Blinker

Did Not Use
Blinker

Sept. 15, 1971 1:35 - 2:05 35 28

Sept. 16, 1971 9:40 - 10:10 30 13
Sept. 17, 1971 1:30 - 2:0D 39 27

Sept. 20, 1971 2:10 - 2:40 2§ 15
Sept.

-

21, 1971 1:45 - 2115 28 17

157 100

Lexington to Arlington Time
Did Use
Blinker

Dia Not Use
Blinker 4r

Sept. 15, 1971 1:35 - 2:05 42 49
Sept. 16, 1971 9:40 - 10:10 36 51
Sept. 17, 1971' 1:30 - 2:04 62 68

Sept. 20, 1971 2:00 - 2:30 30 37

Sept. 21, 1971 . 1:40 - 2:10 31 42

1211 247

Because of the location of the traffic island at the in-
tersection, the children were not sure that the drivers
turning right on Pleasant Street were re4uired to signal.
They decided to disregard the data that they had collected
on 'the traffic turning right (Lexington to Arlington traffic)
until hey had looked up the traffic law. They were still
COncerned about the number of cars which did not signal when
turning left. Consequently, they decAded to experiment to
see if they could get more drivers to use their signals.
They made two signs which read "Please use your blinkers"
and held one 100 yards and one 20 yards before the intersec-
tion. After collecting data for three days, the,children
repoAd to the class that when the signs were held, 95% of
the drivers dignaled before turning. '

After the safety officer's visit, the class wrote to the
state traffic survey team for information on how to get,a
sign posted which would remind drivers to signal. They also
requested information about the state's survey techniques. -
The letter is shown in Figure C4-5 which may be found on the
following page.

The class discussed the effect of having children hOld
the blinker signs. The children decided to post the signs
for a week to see if driver's continued to signal more often

than when the_signa-were not held.
The school safety officef-of the Lexington Police Depart-

ment visited the class and the children made a presentation

42



Figure c4-5
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of their findings. They prepared transparencies for use on

the overhead projector which showed maps of the area and
data Collected by thesignal group, the gap time group, and

the crossing time group. They used the scile model to il-

lustrav their points. They recommended 'a sign reminding

,
drivers to signal before turning be posted, but the officer
told the class that only the state was authorized to pcist

signs. During .a question and answer period, the class learned

-about-traffie-conditiotts-in-Lexingtornd 53filety_nslao_.
In the course of the class discussion one group of chil-

dren decided to construct model traffic lights which could*
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be used in'simulations of rhe traffic patterns at their
crossing.s' The traffic light grOup'took measurements of the

101%
light outside, sketched designs and wiring plans, and eF-
perimented with batteries tand bulbs before moving.into the

..16. Design Lab to begin work Gin their lights. The children'

1) tried a variety of ways to connect the three lights together.
After they had connected the three in parallel circuit, they
realized they couldn't control the individual lights. Of

the group of twelve children, four arrived at a_similar solu-,
tion to this problem. They connected the three lights to -

gether with one of the wires and attached that wire to the
battery. Then they attached'individual wires to*each bulb
and left the ends free, do that anylof the three Wires could
be touched directly to the'hattery to complete the circuit

and light that bulb. One of the )0ys tsed the different
colored wires to iood advantage, attacbing a red wire to the
"stop" light, a green one to the "go" light and a yellow one

to the "caution" light. The boys' sketches of the traffic

light and wiring plamehowing all three wires.attached to.
the positive battery terminal are reproduced in Figure C4-6.

The-children worked at different levels in making the
traffic lights._ Some inade simple_models,while_gtber godeln
were more elaborate. Some lights were able.to control traf-
fic in both directions of a given street and could flash a
WALK -DOIrT WALK sign which wes synchronized with the traffic
signal.* 0

During class discussion, another.group was formed/to nake

trundle wheels to help with measuring. This group made
trundle wheels of different sizes. They drew circles with a.

compass and cut them out of Tri-Wall. Then,they placed a

string around the circles and measured the string wiih a
ruler to get the circumference. iThey noted that in order to
measure the same distance, the sialler trundle wheels would
require more turns (revolutions) than the 'larger trundle
wheels, and that to find the distance measured they would
always multiply the number of turns by the circumference.

The class viewed the videotape of the microteaching activ-'
ities for Pedestrian Crossings from-the 1971 summer workshop,

and it stimulated a lot of discussion. The children observed

that the average crossing time reported by the children on

Figure C476

79

*A group might be interested in investigating traffic light
timing for the intersection with the most traffic. How
.manv care would line up at a light With 30 sec, timing?, 60_
sec.? etc. How far down the street would the line_extend?

CoUld all the cars yass the,intersection On.fhe 1t-g-ci"--phase? ,

-7ED.
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the videotape was several seconds longer than our average
crossing time, and they concluded that the street must be

wider. They also noted that when a man in the tape started
to cross without waiting for 'traffic to subside, it took him
29 aeconds to get to the other side. They discussed the

fact that people &lye to wait varying amounts of time at the
curb befOre traffic slows sufficiently for them to cross

safely. They realized that gap times have to be taken for

cars going in both directions in order to deterniine how long

a person might have to wait before crossing safely'.
As an outgrowth of this discussion, the class,decided to

compare the crossing times at all four,crossingq near the
school and to find the reasons for any difference's.* Since

we had data on the controlled crossing on Massachusetts
Avenue in front of the school, we concentrated on three
other nearby crossings. We took turns crossing at the three
new crossingskand kept a record of the lime for each pupil.

Here is a data the children collected at the four crossings.
Pollen Pleasant
Road Street

Mass. Ave..
Controlled

Mass. Ave.
Uncontrolled

Tommy 7 8

Kim
John K.

6
8

10
9

.,
Leslie 7 7

Bbb9y 9 8

ne 6 8

Joe P. 8 9

Sandra 8 7

Dennis 7

Dawn 7' 8

Ellen 7 8

Debbie 8 81/2

Kevin
Joe S.

7
6

i e
1 9

Tenely 5 7

John B. 8 8

Bernie 7 7

Patty 6 . 8

Duane 7 6

Jhp 7 8

David.. 7 8

Jason 61/2 7

14 11

12 14

16 15
11

14 3
111/2 11

15 14

12 12

11 - 9

12 12

13 15

11 11

15 14

15 14

AL,_
11

14 15

121/2 ^ . 10

121/2 12

121/2 10

12 11

16 15

12 11

Averages: 7 7 19/22. 12 21/22 12 8/22

*The children might be asked how long they would have to
wait at each intersection 4or a gap long enough to cross

safolyi Sec Background -Paper-r GR1 Rotes on-tba-Uss- of -
Histograms for Pedestrian Crossings Problems , for sug-
gestions on comparing crosEgnortimes and gap times.--ED.

0
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The children took turns timing each other and made some
on-the-spot speculations about the reasons for.different

crossing times. They agreed that (a) the crossings varied
in length, (b) traffic forced us to walk faster at some, (c)
we had more time crossing at the controlled crossing. The

children figured out the average crossing time for each
crossing. Then they made tally sheets from which they were
Eible to compute the'inedian easily by counting to the middle

number. The children enjoyed tinding medians and thought it

was easier than figuring averages. One of their tally

sheets, followed by a'histogram of number of children vs.
crossing time made from data collected At the four cross-
ings,* is shown in Figures C4-7 and C4-8..

The class redeived a reply from the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Public Worki concerning trafficsurveys.' They were
told that signs which informed drivers of basic rules and
regulations, suCh as signaling before turns, aie never posted
and that,their recommendation could not be implemented. The

children were intrigued with the DPW's suggestion that they
turn their efforts toward public education concerning safety
rules, however. They were also pleased to discover that
they had already investigatedin_some way most of the fac-

tors studied by the state when conducting a traffic survey
at an intersection. Here is the list of factors the DPW

included in the letter and the children's comments-on'each:

1. The turning movements as well as the through
tratfic. 'We have dealt with this.

2. The movement of pedestrians. We have taken

crossing times.

3. The approaching speed of vehicles to.the inter-

section. This is an area that will have to'be

investigated.
4. The physical hazards of the 1ntersect4on. These

will have to be defined by us.

,5. The physical layOut. We have made a model:

6. Sight dintance problems". We will investigate.

7. The sequences of signalization. We are having

a tough time figuring out this one.

8. Weather

*A composite graph of crossing times vs. street widths for
several students maY point to hidden factors. SeeNBack
ground-Paper, GR4 Representing Several,Sets of Data on One

Graph. - -ED.
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. 9. Hours when surv6.9-conducted. We always kept

a record.
10. The concern of:traffic generators ? on this

one, -ttSo.

11. 'Vehicle classification. Under leVestigation.

After much discussion, the children decided to fous
their efforts on making a videotape about pedestrian safety
for the younger children at the Adams School. In order to

get an idea of how to start, one child suggested that we
film one of tils uncontrolled crossings and then,study the
film. Anothervfelt that we should film how themotorists
view the crossing. The class concurred with both ideas.
Thus, using two Super 8 movie cameras, we filmed both sides
of the same scene. One camera was in a car driVen by our
student teacher. the other camera was stationed,at the

crossing pointhi,in the direction of the-traffic. We filmed
the sequence of'.the children crossing three times and then

filmed them crossing at the controlled crossing. We viewed

the film and the class came to thelollowing conclusions:
(1) At the uncontrolled crossing, while one car heading in
one direction might eventually stop, there was no guarantee
that the'ear heading in the opposite direction would-do so

at the same time. (2) Cars Parked (legally) near the cross-
ing prevented the motorist from seeing pedestr/ans on the

sidewalk. The children decided that these two'points should
be stressed in our training film for the younger children.

The children decided to make scale models of an average-
sized car and an average-sized first grader in order to
graphically portray to primary grade children tiow difficult

it is for drivers to see them at crossings. One group
deastged ten cars, calculated the average site; and made the
model?Car out of Tri-Wall and papier mache. Another,group
made a height chart, measured a group of first irade chil-
dren, figured their average height, and made a todel of'

papier mache. The group reported that the average height of
the first graders was 3 ft., the avera$e length and height
of the cars were 15 ft. and 6 ft., and that the models were
made on a scale of 3 ft.4-10.1 ft. They added that to get
their figures they had needed to practice converting inches
to feet.

The children also decided io make an exact replica of the
traffic light at our crossineso.that theY could use it to
instruct younger children on how a.light works. The group
that,had made the Scaled versions of the light made the full-

sized one. Pigure:C4-9 shows designs for the switch box
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; Figure C4-10

while Figure C4-10 shows the design and measurements for the
light.

In order to gather additional information on crossing
times, the class timed a group of first graders at the con-
trolled crossing and da the same for an equal number of
sixth graders. Here is their data:

First Grade SiXth Grade

Paul 12 Brenda 811

Beth 6 Dawn 71/2

Denise 8 Dennis 8

Patty 10 Tenley 611

Kathy 9 Jason 6

Abby 8 Bobby 7

Doriah 8 James 7

Ralf 9 Bernie 7

Doyle 911 Pattie 7

Steven 11 "Jon 6

They discovered that.the average crossing time of the first
graders was about two seconds longer than that of the sixth
graders. However, ehey observed that the main reason was
not necessarily that the small children walked slower but
that they took more time to look both ways as they were
crossing.

The children showed both results on a line chart of in-

dividual crossing times. One of the charts is shown in

Figure C4-11.
The class also decided to make scale maps of the neighbor-

hood that would include.everyone's house and that they could

use in their videotape. Every night five children took home
trundle wheels to Measure the distance between school and

home. 7he children also made individual:maps such as the
4ne, shown in Figure C4-12.

After much class discussion, the children decided what in-

t fOrmation to convey to the younger children in the videotape

and how_to present it. They planned how to use their scale
,-msdel, the traffic light, and the model car and child, and

they wrote a script for the videotape. The actual filming
was delayed because of problems with the equipment but was
finally completed during several hours one morning in June.

Before the videotape.was finished, however, USMES Asked

, the class t6 make a film showing how the children;collected
data safely. The.students decided they Wanted.to stress the .

dangers of an uncontrolled crossing. ,Half the movie was to

\,
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11: I cussed..
16 The class benefited from their earlier experience with

. - filming by not trying to include too many.topics. In this
film they allowed a greater space between segments and
spent,a longer time filming each segment, moving the camera
slowly. The class viewed the film and tried to judge which
parts were the best. the children expressed their views on
what they felt made a good frame (content, clarity of the
picture, effectiveness of the message) and discussed the
purpose of the film. They wrote a brief outline to use when
editing the film. A group of children learned how to splice
film. After several days of editing they were ready to dub
the voice. The students viewed the film a few times and
took notes on the sequence of the film parts. They found
that when they stopped the recorder and the projector and
then restarted them, they lost synchronization. The chil-
dren decided that a continuous monologue would be more
effective than stopping the film at various points to change
narrators. They chose one person to be the narrator. Stand-
ing with the mike at the back of the room away from the
noise of the projector, he attempted to ad lib along with
the film by using the tape recorder. The class decided that
an information sheet explaining starting procedures should
be included to ensure that the film and the tape recorder
are synchronized. (This turned out to be a difficult pro-
cess.)

. We also conducted an advertising campaign for pedestrian
safety. The class integrated music, art, and language arts
into this unit by writing safety songs and making safe
signs. We called this our "Madison Avenue" approach to e
ucating the public. The children used music from popular
commercials for some of the songs and wrote their own music
for others. For example, using the tune from the Pepsi Cola
ad, they sang:

focus on the controlled crossing and half on the uncontrolled
one. The class wrote a script and devised a plan for the
shots they wanted to film. About two weeks were spent on
filming. The film showed how they used both the traffic
lights-and the policewoman to gather their information safely
at a controlled crossing. In the film, children explained
how they measured gap times, crossing times, and number of
motorist signals before turning; how distance could be mea-
sured with feet, rulers, and trundle wheels was also dis:-
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"It's,the safety generation, coming at you,
driving strong.

Putiourself behind the wheel of a safe
net; automobile.

You've got a lot to live,
So signal when you make a turn.
You've got a lot to live,
So signal when you make a turn.P

The class sent sOme of the jingles to the National Safety
Countil hoping that they might use them in their advertising.
The children also chose one song as background music for
their Super 8 safety film.

Before they made signs, the children discussed their ,

value, the type of signs we presently see,,and how-the signs
could be more effective. They made their own aigns and
judged them according to message, visual quality, and imag-,
ination. Some of the children's signs reflected'the ambigu-

,

ity in the wording of many current signs. One child made a
picture of a school crossing the street with a caption
"School Cros g." .It was decided that the "Watch Out" sign
which had two biveyes and the words "watch out" Written
underneath a4 the most effective,

The class 4ecided that as a final project they would move
away from pede trian crossings and focus on the related prob-
lems of the sch ol driveway and parking area. A group of
children conducted a'survey of vehicles using'the driveway
and collected data for a week on type of vehiple, time of
day, reason for visit, estimated speed, and whether they
signaled-or not before turning into the drive.* In Figure

C4-13 ia part of one child's record of survey data. Figure
C4-14 shows a bar graph of the kinds of vehicles using the
drive and a line graph ofithe speed of the liehicles,'- The

children estimated speed by whether or motthey could run
faster tiian the vehicle was moving.

Another group decided to make scale Models of the parking

area and the teachers' cars. They measured the parking area
with their trundle wheels and the cars with string and made
models out of Tri-Wall and papier mache. The class used tge

*This data may be used for comparison by other classes in

coming years.if any of the children's recommendations are
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models to explore the viability of different solutions to

the parking problems. After much discussion, they decided

to offer the following suggestions to the principal con-

cerning the parking area and drive:*

.11

o ct, A

k 2-- 11.

1. Paint parking lines
2. Assign parking spaces to staff

3. Make traffic one way throngh drive

4. Post slow signs.

5. Limit hours for use oE drive.

Figure C4-14

*If time had permitted, the collection Ot data %for these

xecommendations might have made an interesting lead-in

to the Traffic Flow ehallenge.--ED.

H
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D. References

i% LIST OF "HOW TO" CARDS

ELECTRICITY

GEOMETRY

GRAPHING

MEASUREMENT

A 62

1,

89

Below are listed the current "How To" Card titles thtt
students working on the Pedestrian Crossings challenge-might.
find useful. A complete listing of both the ',How To" Cards
and the Design Lab "How To" Cards is contained in the USMES
Guide. In addition, the Design Lab Manual contains the list
of Design Lab "How To" Cards.

EC 1 How tO Make Simple Electric Circaits
EC 2 How to Check a Circuit by Tracing the Path of the

Electdcity
EC 3. How to Make Good Electrictl Connections
EC 4 How to Find Out What Things to,Usle in an Electric

Circuit
EC 5 How to Make a Battery Holder and pub Socket
EC 6 How to Make a'Battery and Bulb Tester
EC 7 How to Find but Why a Circuii Does Not Work
EC 8 How to Turn Things in Electric Circuits On and Qff
EC 9 How to Find Qut Whk a Balb Sometimes Gets Dim Or -

Goes Out When Another Battery is Added to the Circuit
EC10 _ Bow to Cnnnect Several:Things to Ohe Source of

Electricity
EC11 How to Draw Simple Pictures of Electric Circuits

G 3 How to Construct a Circle Which is a Certain Distance
Around

GR 1 HoW to Make a Bar Graph Picture of Your Data
'GR 2 How to Show the Differences in Many Measurements or

Counts of the Same Thing by Making a Histogram
GR 3 How to Make a Line Graph Picture of Your Data
GR 4 How to Decide Whether to Make i Bar Graph Picture or

a Line Graph Picture.of Your Data
GR 7 How to Show Several Sets of Data on One Graph

M 1

M 2

M 3

M 6

M 7

M 9

How to Use a Stopwatch
How to Measure Distances
How to Measure Large* Diiiltances by Using a Trundle

Wheel
How to Find the Speed of a Car
How to Find How Many Feet per Second is the Same
Speed as 60 Miles per Hour
How to Make a' Conversion Graph to Use in Changing
Measurements from One Unit to Another Unit.

M ld HOW to Use.a Conversion Graph to Change Any Measure-
ment in One Unit to Another Unit

18.3'
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PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

,

*RiTIOS, BROPORTIONS, AND SCALIN5.

.1

PS 2 How to. Record Data b3s TAllying'
. PS 3 How to Describe Yout, Set pf Data by Findtngthe

Average -%
.

PS.4 How to DesCribe Your,,Set of Data by Using the'Middle,
4,

. -Piece (4edian)

PS 5 How to'FinA the Median of a Set of Data from a

Histogram .

,

R 1 How to ComPare Fractions or Rarios bY Making a'

Triangle Diagram*
R 2 How to Make, a Drawing.to Scaie

R 3 How to Make Scale 1Drowings BtggAr or Smaller_

Neslt ttt.s o be added in l976.4:

How to Round Off,DatS ,
. .

How to DesYgn-and Anilyze a Surveir'
How to Choose a Sample ... .c ,

How to Make and Use a Cumulatic;v Distribution OraPh- ,

.4'
, ..,.

, 1 .
. .. i-

A4 cartoon-style set of "How re Cards'for prilfgrg_gvailes

-is being developed from the Prevent compieteaet- Iii.#bst

'cases titles are different and conthts^have beeri;rearranqed

ambnq the various titles-. Tt ,is, 4anned,thatvthis additiOnal

:set will be available early'in'1977(

I 0.

. .

. .

*Presehtly galled Slope Diagram:

.

f.r.
r,
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PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS PS 4 Desigm of Suryfys and Samples by Susan J. Devlin and

Anne Eoerreeny
PS 5 Examining Cme and Two Sets of Data Part I: A General

Strategy and One-Sample Methods by Lorraine Denby and

James Landwehr

RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING R 1 Graphic Comparison of Fractions by Merrill Goldberg

R 2 Geometric Comparison of Ratios by Earle Lomon

R 3 Making and Using a Scale Drawing by Earle Lomon

SIMULATION ACTIFITIES

(

SA 4 Simulation/Modeling as a Tool in Assessing Vario s
Solutions by Ludwig Braun and Betty Beck

I.



3. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NON-USMES MATERIALS

i 7') 9

The following references on traffic and road design may
be of some use during work on Pedestrian Crossings. A list

of references on general mathematics and science topics can
be found in the USMES Guide.

Baerwald,'John E., ed. Traffic Engineering Randbook, 3rd ed.

Washington, D.C.: Institute of Traffic Engineers, 1965.

A technical guide to traffic in the U.S., including
chapters on pedestrians, signals, survey methods, and

traffic administration. Pedestrian chapter contains

a section on school crossing protection.,

Charles Eliot Junior High School Ecology Club, Eyeballing
Traffic Flow: An Environmental Awareness Study.
Cleveland, Ohio: Institute for Environmental Education,

1973.

Short paper on measuring traffic flow at various times
of the day by counting cars at an intersection. Useful

for both teachers and students.

Matson, Theodore et a/. Traffic Engineering. New York:

McGraw Hill, 1955.

A guide for traffic enginats of traffic flow character-
istics and administrative procedures. Coneains sections

on control devices, intersection design, and planning
for traffic flow.

Maps showing traffic flow patterns may be obtained from
state government agencies, e.g., Massachusetts Department of

Public Works.

A list of available government publications concerning
pedestrian crossings and traffic flow may be obtained by
writing to the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C.
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4. GLOSSARY

Average

The following definitions may be helpful to a teacher
whose clasé is investigating a Pedestrian Crossings chal-

lenge. Some of the words are included to give the teacher
an understanding of technical terms; others are included

because they are commonly used throughout the resource book.
These terms may be used when they are appropriate for the

children's work. For example, a teacher may tell the chil-

dren that when they conduct surveys, they are collecting

data. It is not necessary for the teacher or students to
learn the definitions nor to,use all of the terms while

working on their challenge. Rather, the children will begin

to use the words and understand the meanings as they become

involved in their investigations.

The ftumerical value obtained by dividing the sum of the

elements of a set of data by the number of elements in that

'set. Also called the mean.

Brake DistanCe The distance a vehicle (e.g., bicycle, car) travels from
the time the brakes are applied to the time it stops.

Calibration

Circuit

Closed Circuit

or's
Setting and marking an instrument to correspond to standard'

measurements.

A path through which electricity can flow if the path it

continuous.

A circuit that provides a continuous path for electricity.

Open Circuit A circuit that does not provide a continuous path for
electricity,

Parallel A circuit in which two or more electrical comEonents (such

Circuits as bulbs and buzzers) are connected so that,iR electricity

divides into two or more paths.

Series Circuit A circuit in which theplectricity flows through all cora-.
ponents along a single path.

Short Circuit A low resistance path resulting in too Much current that

may damage those components in the path.

""1
-A..



Conductor

Conversion

1

Correlation

Cost

2
literial that offers very little opposition to the flow of
electricity, and therefore is used to carry or conduct

electricity.

A change from one form to anotherti Generally associated in
mathematics and science with the alange from one unit of
measure to another or the change from one form of energy to
anther.

A relationship between two sets of data.

The amount of money needed to produce or to purchase goods

or pervices.

r
Current The flow of electric charge. Technically, the rate of flow

of electric charge through a conductor: how much electric
charge passes through a given point in a circuit in a given

)

amount of time. Measured in amperes (amps).-

Alternating Electric current that flows first in one direction and then

Currentt(AC) in the opposite direction n regular cycles. Mcist house-

hold current is AC.

Direct Electric current that flows in only one direction. Current

Current (DC) from batteries is DC.

Data Any facts, quantitative infomation, or statistics.

Density

Distribution

Event

See Traffic.

The spread of data over,the range of possible results.

A happening; an occurrence; something that takes place.

Example: Student crossing an intersection.
0

Force A push or a pull.

Frequency

Friction, Sliding

Gap Time

1 " 1
A. a -a

The number of tubes a certain eve t oc rs in given unit

of time or in'S given total number of events.

A force between two rubbing surfaces that opposes hetr

relative motion.

The time interval between successive arrival times.of
vehicles at an intersection.

"
1
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Graph A drawing or a picture of one or several sets of data.

Bar Graph

Histogram

A graph of a set of measures or counts whose sizes are re-
prpsented by the vertical (or horizontal) lengths of bars

of equal widths or lines. Example: the time it took chil-

dren to cross Main Street.

Initials

of

Children

Time

in

Seconds

BA 10

MM 9

FC 8

VN 9

SR 7

ER 8

4 A-

A type of bar graph that shows the distribution of the.num-
ber of times that different measures or counts of the same
event have occurred. A histogram always shows numerical
data on the horizontal axis. Example: the diffeient-num-

bers of children who crossed the street in different amounts
of time.

Crossing
Time (sec.)

No. of
Students

1 1

2 1

3 2

4 4

5 2

6 5

7 7

8 15

9 6

10 5
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Conversion Graph. A line graph 4at is used to change one unit of measurement
to anotheM or example, changing feet per second to miles

per hour.'
Ste Et-Cc INVe-R,SIPO

_

_ .

a

440 .J.o. 10.

-Fir.**--yef.-5,earrrtf* r

Cumulative Distribution Graph A graph that can be construdted from a histogrsm by com-
Outing running totals from the hisfogram data. The firSi

running total is the first value in the histogram data (see

table of,values). The second running total is the sum of
the first and second values of the histogram, the third is
the sum Of the first, second, and third values, and so on.
The hori4dntal scale on the graph'is similar to that If the
histogram; the vertical scale goes from 0 to the totgr>numr
ber of events observed or samples taken (in the examplf, oe..
total number of students who were timed crossing an-ineer- .

section). Each vertical distance on the aph shows the

running total for the value shown on the hkiontal scale;

thus the g ph below indicates that thirt§-seved studentg

have a cr sing time of eight seconds or less.

,0

7 /

TABL OF VALUES.

Time Running

(sec.) Totals

1 or.fewer
2
3 u

1

2

-4

4 " 8

5
It Amitt 10

6 It 15
7 u

22

1 4

"
9H

37

43

10 " 48

S4s.41.twk.:Crossit,"1-4sits.-
444; -1

0 1 3 5 14 s* 1

S*440145 4xt ColPfy , .
4 1

1
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Hypothesis

Inference

Insulator

4
Mean

Median

Mode

Momentum

Median Median
Crossing Gap Time

Crossing Time (sec.) (sec.)

X 13 20

Y 14 15
Z 10 7

4 t

* 11111,11KCi21WMIAIMINI-1114Megill
1FAINI

1111211N1111111111=1111
11111161161M11111imummarr* .

1111ffill,

A tentative conclusion made in order to test its implica-
tions or consequences.

An assumption derived from facts or information considered
to be valid and accurate.

A material that offers much o- ,dition to the flow of elec-
tricity.

See Average.

The middle value of a set of data in which the elements have
been ordered from smallest to largest. The median value has
as many elements above it as below it.

The element or elements in a set of data that occur most
often.

The momentum of an object in'the direction of its motion is
the product of its mass and speed in the direction of its
motion.

Ordered Set A set of data arranged from smallest to largest.

Per Cent Literally per hundred: A ratio in which the denominator is
always 100, e.g., 72 per'cent = 72/100 = 0.72 = 72%,,where
the symbol % represents 1/100.

Percentage A pert of a whole expressed in hundredths.

A J
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Population

Probability

Proportion

Quartile
First

Third

r

Interquartile Range

00'

Any group of objects (e.g., people, animals, items).or events
from which samples are taken for statistical measurement.

The likelihood or chance (expressed numerically) of one event
occuiring out of several possible events.

_

A statement of equality of two ratios, i.e., the fi;st term
divided by(the Second term equals the third term divided liy *

the fourth term, e.g., 5/10 = 1/2. Also a synonym for ratio:
when two quantities are in direct proportion, their ratios '

1

are the same. '

The first quartile is the value of the quarter-way piece of
data in an ordered set of data. .

The third quartile is the value of the three-quarter-way
piece of data in an ordered set of data.

t-

The range or length of the middle 50% of in ordered set of

data; the difference between the first and third-quartile.

..

Range The difference between the smallest and the largest values .

in a Set of data. L.

Rank To orfier the members of a set according to some Criterion,
'such as size or importance. Example: to put pieces of data

from smallest to largest.

Ratio The quotient'of two denominate numbers or values indicating
A the relationship in quantity, size, or amount,between two

different things. For example, the.ratio of the median
crossing time to median'gap.time at'an intersection might be
9 seconds . .,

,

Resistance

Sample

10 seconds

The opposition that a device or material lifers to the flow
of electricity, measured in ohms.

A representative fraction of a population:studied to gain
information about the whole population.

Sample Size The number of elements in a sample.

Scale

14 ....., i

A direct proportion between two sets of,dimensions (as be-

tween the dimensions in a drawing of an intersection and the
actual intersection). .

1
-

,
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Scale Drawing

` Scale Map

Scale Model

Schematic

A drawing whose dimensions are in direct proportion to the
object diawn.

A map whose dimensions are in.direct proportion to the di-
mensions of the area represented.

A three-dimensional representation constructed to scale.

A circuit diagram in which components are represented by
symbols.

Sight Distance The maximum distance from a given point at which a vehicle

can be seen.

Speed A measure of how fast something is moving.* The distance
covered divided by the elapsed time.

Statistigs The science ofdrawing conclusions or making predictions
using a collection oi quantitative data.

Switch A device for opening and closing a circuit.

Tally

Traffic

Traffic Volume

Travel Time

Visibility

Voltage

"c3
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A visible record used to keep a count of some set of data,
especially a record of the number of times one or more events

occur. Example: number of dars passing a certain point in
a given period of time,

The number of vehicles on a fixed iength of roadwaY at a
given instant.,

The number of vehicles passing a fixed point on a roadway -

in a given peiiod of time.

The time required by a vehicle to cover a given distance on
a roadway. V

A measure of how'clear the atmosphere is. Technically, the
horizontal distance-at which.'an object can be recognized by

the unaided eye.

A measure of the electrical energy per unit charge in a cir-
cuit. For a given circuit, as the voltage increases, the
current increases.
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Platt A unit of measurement of power (energy per unit of time or

work per unit of time). Although light bulbs are rated in

watts, the wattage indicates both heat and light output.

Wire Gauge AWG (American Wire Gauge)--a system for numbering çre sizes;

tbe larger the AWG number, the smaller the diameter of wire.

Work

4

Work is done when a force is exerted through a distance.
Work is the product of the force-exerted and the disg*nce

moved.



E. Skills, PrOcesses, and Areas of Study Utilized in Pedestrian Crdssings

41/

A

The unique aspect of USMES is'the degree to which it pro-:-

-vides experience in the'process pf solving real problems.

Many would agree that this aspect of.learninris so impor-,,,
tant as to deserve a regular place in the school program .

even if it means decreasing to some extent,the time spent .

in other important areas. Fortunatel90 real problem solving
ig also an effective way'of,learning many of the skills,
processes, and concepts in a wide range of séhool subjects.

On the following pages are five charts and an extengive,,
illustrative list of skills; processes, and areas,of study

that are utilized in USMES. The charts rate Pedestrian -

Crossings according to its potential for learning in v.rious
categdries of each of five subject areas--real problem splv-
ing, mathematics, science, social science, and language arts.
The rating system is based on the amount that each skill,
process, or area of study within the.subject areas is used--

extensive (1), moderate (2), some (3), fittle or no use (-).
(ihe USMES Guide contains a chart that rates all,USMES units

-in a similar way.) -

The chart for real problem solving presents the many as-
pects of the pFoblem-solving process that students generally
use while working on an USMES challenge. A number of the

steps in the process are used many times and in different %41166-

orders, and many of the steps can be performed concurrently
by separate sroups Of students. ,Each aspect listed in the
c4art applies not only to the major problem stated in the
.udit challenge but also to many of the tasks ea& small
group undertakes while working on a solution to the major

problem. Consequently, USMES students gain extengive exper-

ience with the problem-solving process.
The charts for mathematics, sCience, Social science, and

language arts identify the specific skills, processes, and
areas of stpdy that may be learned by students as ttiey re-

spond to a Pedes.trian CroSsings challenge and becOme in-

volyed with certain activities. BeCause the students initi-
ate the activities, it is impossible to state unequivocally
which activities will take place. It is possible, however,

to document activities that have taken place in USMES

classes and identify those skills and processes that have

been used by'the students.
KnOwing ihadvance which skills and processes are likely

to be utilized'in Pedestrian,Crbbsings and knowing the-ex-
tent that they will be used, teachers can pbstprone the

9
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teaching of those skills in the traditional manner until
later in the year. If the students have not learned them
during their USMES activities by that time, they can study
them in the usual way. Further, the charts enable a teacher
to integrate USMES more readily with other areas of class-
room work. For example, teachers may teach fractions during
math period when fractions are also being learned an al. uti-
lized in the students' USMES activities. Teachers who have
used USMES for several successive years have found that
students are more motivated to learn basic skills when they
have determined a need for them in their USMES activities.
During an USMES session the teacher may allow the students
to learn the skills entirely on their awn or from other stu-
dents, or the teacher may conduct a skill session as the
need for a particular skill arises.

Because different USMES units have differing emphases on
the various aspects of problem solving and varying amounts
of possible work in the various subject areas, teachers each
year might select several possible challenges, based on
their students' previous work in USMES, for their class to
consider. This choice should provide students with as ex-
tensive a range of problems and as wide a variety of skills,
processes, and areas of study as possible during their years
in school. The charts andjoists on the following pages can
also help teachers with this type of planning.

Some USMES teachers have used a chart similar to the one
given here for real problem solving as a record-keeping tool,
noting each child's exposure tp the various aspects of the
process. Such a chart might 13 kept current by succeeding
teachers and passed on as part of a student's permanent
record. Each year some attempt could be made to vary a stu-
dent's learning not only by introducing different types of

' challenges but also by altering the specific activities in
which each student takes part. For example, children who
have done mostly construction work in one unit may be en-
couraged to take part in the data collection and data analy-
sis in their next unit.

Following the rating charts are the lists of explicit ex-
amples of real problem solving and other subject area skills,
processes, and areas of study learned and utilized in
Pedestrian Crossings. Like the charts, these llsts are
based on documentation of activities that have taken place
in USMES classes. The greater detail of the lists allows
teachers to see exactly how the various basic skills, pro-
cesses, and areas of study listed in the charts may arise
in Pedestrian Crossings.

A t.
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The vmaber of examples in the real problem solving list
have been limited because the list itself would be unreason-
ably long if all the examples were listed for some of the
categories. Itehould also be noted that the example(s) in
the first categtry--/dentifying and Defining Problems--have
been limited to the major problem that(is the focus of the
unit. During the course of their work, the students will
encounter and solve many other, secondary problems, such as
the problem of how to display their data or how to draw a
scale layout.

Breaking down an interdisciplinary curriculum like USMES
into its various subject area components is a difficult and
highly inexact procedure. Within USMES the various subject
areas overlap'fignificantly, and any subdivision 'must be to
some extent arbitrary. For example, where does measuring
as,a mathematical skill end and measurement as science and
social science process begin? How does one distinguish
between thelprocesses of real problem solving, of science,'
and of social science? Even within one subject area, the
problem still remains--whateis the difference between graph-
ing as a skill and graphing as an area of study? This prob-

lem has been partially solved by judicious choice of ex-
amples and extensive cross-referencing.

Because of this overlap of subject areas, there are
clearly other outlines that are equally valid. The scheme
presented here was developed with much care and thought by
members of the USMES staff with help from others knowledge-
able in the fields of mathematics, science, social science,
and language arts. It represents one method of examining
comprehensively the scope of USMES and in no way denies the
existence of other methods.

tst,
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REAL PROBLEM SOLVING
Overall
Rating

Identifying and defining problem.

Deciding on information and-investigations
needed.

Determining what needs to be done first,

setting priorities.

Deciding on best ways to obtain informa-
tion needed.

Working cooperatively in groups on tasks.

Making decisions as needed.

Utilizing and appreciating basic skills
and processes.

Carrying out data collection procedures--
observing, surveying, researching,
measuring, classifying, experimenting,
constructing.

Asking questions, inferring.

Distinguishing fact from opinion,
relevant from irrelevant data,
reliable from unreliable sources.

Evaluating procedures used for data
:collection and analysis. Detecting

flaws in process or errors in data.

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

REAL PROBLEM SOLVING
Overall
Rating

Organizing and processing:data or informa-
tion.

Analyzing and interpreting data or informer

tion.

Predicting, formulating hypotheses, sug-
gesting possible solutions based on data

collected.

Evaluating proposed solutions in termst
practicality, social values, efficacy,'

aesthetic values.

Trying out various solutions and evaluating
the results, testing hypotheses.

Communicating and displaying data or
information.

Working to implement solution(s) chosen
by the class.

Making generalizations that might hold
true under similar circumstances;
applying problem-solving process to ,

other real problems.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use, 3 = some use, - = little or no use

Igi `
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MATHEMAT I CS
Overall

Rating

Basic Skills

Classifying/Categorizing, 3

Counting 1

Computation Using Operations
Addition/Subtraction
Multiplication/Division 1

Fractions/Ratios/Percentages 1

Business and Consumer Mathematics/
Money and Finance 2

Measuring 1

Comparing 2

Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off 1

Organizing Data 1

Statistical Analysis 1

Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques 3

Graphing 1

Spatial Visualization/Geometry 2

Areas of Stticly

Numeration Systems 2

Number Systems and Properties 1

Denominate Numbers/Dimensions 1

Scaling 2

Symmetry/Similarity/Congruence
Accuracy/Measurement Error/

Estimation/Approximation 1

Statistics/Random Processes/Probability 1

Graphing/Functions 1

Fraction/Ratio 1

Maximum and Minimum Values
Equivalence/Inequality/Equations 2

Money/Finance 2

Set Theory

SC I ENCE
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Overall

Rating

Processes

Observing/Describing
. Classifying

Identifying Variables
Defining Variables Operationally
Manipulating, ControIlIng Variables/

Experimenting
Designing and Constructing Measuring

Devices and Equipment
Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Mbdeling

Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data
Communicating, Displaying Da

I

a

Generalizing/Applying Proces to New

Problems .

Areas of Study

Measurement
Motion
Force
Mechanical Work and Energy
Solids, Liquids, and Gases
Electricity
Heat
Light
Sound

Animal and Plant Classification
Ecology/Environment
Nutrition/Growth
Genetics/Heredity/Propagation
Animal and Plant Behavior
Anatomy/Physiology

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use, 3 = some use, = little or no use
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SOCIAL SCIENCE
Overall
Rating

Process

Observing/Describing/Classifying
Identifying Problems, Variablei
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting
Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses

Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring
Ormizing, Processing Data
AnaTizing, Interpreting Data
Communicating, Displaying Data
Generalizing/Applying Process to Daily Life

Attitudes/Values

Accepting responsibility for actions and

results
Developing interest and involvement ih

human affairs
Recognizing the importance of individual

and group contributions to society
Developing inquisitiveness, self-reliance,

and initiative
Recognizing the values of cooperation,

group work, and division of labor
Understanding modes of inquiry used in the

sciences, appreciating their power and

precision
Respecting the vlews, thoughts, and

feelings of others
Being open tto new ideas and information
Learning the importance and influence of

values in decision making

Areas of Study

Anthropology
Economics
Geography/Physical Environment
Political Science/Government Systems
Recent Local Hiatory
Social Psychology/Individual and Group

Behavior

Sociology/Social Systems

2

1

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

3

3

2

1 r-
,

LANGUAGE ARTS
-Overall

Rating

Basic Skills

Reading
Literal Comprehension: Decoding Words

Sentences, Paragraphs
Crit,ical Reading: Comprehending

Mdanings, Interpretation
Oral Language

Speaking
Listening
Memorizing

Written Language
Spelling
Grammar. Punctuation, Syntax, Usage

Composition

Study Skills
Outlining/Organizing,
Using References an51 Resources

Attitudes/Values

Ap reciating the value of expressing ideas
through speaking and writing

Appreciating the value of written

resources
Developing an interest in reading and

writing
Making judgments concerning what is read

Appreciating the value of different forms
of writing, different forms of

communication

2

2

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

2

1

3

2

2

1

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use,
3 = some use, - = little or no use



4 REAL PROBLEM SOLVING IN PEDESTRIAN,CROSSINGS

Identifying and Defining Problems

Deciding on Information nd
Investigations Needed

Detetmining
Done First,

Deciding on
Information

What Needs to Be
Setting Priopities

Best Ploys to Obtain
Needed

Working Cooperatively in Groups

on Tasks

Making Decisions as Needed

. sa
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Students.identify a'problem pedestrian crossing and decide

that it is unsafe.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,

Variables.

During a discussion students decide to collect date on
student crossing times,'car arrival times,(gap times),

car coup, and car speeds. ,

No After anilfyzing gap times, students decide more data at -

different times is needed.
Students decide to reiearch costs of installing various

teaffic controls at the problem intersection. 4

Children decide io obServe.the crossing first and then to
collect data before trying to propose solutions.

Children decide that one child will operate the stopwatch
and another will record the times when measuring cross
ing times and gap.times.

Children conduct opinion surveys to determine whether
others consider the crossing unsafe and to obtain sug
gestions for improvement.

Children plan to find out a out local traffic and pedes
trian laws by aski g a oliceman to discuss them with

the class.

Students form groups to collect data on crossing times,
gap times, number of cars, etc., and to take measure
ments for making a scale map of the intersection.

Students decide to work in groups so that more can be

accomplished.
Students decide to propose a pedestrian WALK light as a

solution.
Students decide to make a presentation to local traffic

officials explaining their suggestions for new centrols.
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Utilizing and Appreciating Basic
Skills and Prorses,

Carrying Out Data Collection
Procedures - -Opinion Surveying,

Researching, Measuring, Classifying,
Experimenting, Constructing

Asking Questions, Inferring

Distinguishing Fact from Opinion,
Relevant from Irrelevant Data,
Reliable fromlinieliable Sources

1

Students use stopwatches to time pedestrians crossing
the street.

Students divide to obtain measurements for scale layout.

Students recognize that improving the kafety, of the cross-
lng will help many people besides themselves.

, Students write letters to local,traffic officials.
See also MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, and 'LAN-

GUAGE ARTS'lists.

Students measure crossing times and car arrival times.
Students measure streets at intersection for taking a

scale map of the area.

Students conduct opinion survey to find whether others
consider the crossing unsafe.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Cktegorizing,
Measuring.

See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classify-
ing; Manipulating, Controlling Variables/Experimenting;

4

. Designing and Constructing Measuring Devices and Equip-
thent; Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE'list: Observing/Describing/
Classifying; Manipulating, Controlling Variables/Exper-
imenting; Collecting, Recording. Data/Measuring.

Students ask whether a nearby crossing is unsafe and infer
from-data collected that it is.

Students ask which of several alternative traffic control '

measures to recommend. They infer that the cheapest
one will be most acceptable to authorities.

See also SCIEda list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferiing/Predicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

.e

Studentirecognize the qualithtive aspects of obtaining
data from opinion surveys as distinct from datathey
gather at a particular problem crossing.

Children find that counting cars in addition to measuring
gap times is irrelevant at a problem ciossing.

Students recognize that policemen and women are reliable
sources for information on traffic laws and that the
city traffic department is a good placei to obtain infor-
mation on costs of various controls.,"

4.
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I Evaluating Procedures Used for Data Students evaluate the manner in which crossitg times,

_Collection and Analysis, Detecting car speeds, and car arrival times were measured.

Flaws in Process or Errors in Data. Children decide that they can measure the width of a
,

street more quickly by using a trundle wheel rather
1

than a tape meagure.
See also MATHEMATICS'list: 'Est1mat16/Approximating/

Ronnding Off. A

Organizing and Processing Data

Analyzing and Interpreting Data

Students.order and group measurements of crossing times

and car gap times to draw histograms.
See MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.

See SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Organizing, Pro-

cessing Data.

Students find median crossing time and median gap time.
Students find that 82% of the people surveyed think that

the crossing is unsafe.
,See MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical Anal,ysis;

Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing.
See SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing, Inter-

preting Data.

Predicting; Formulating Hypotheses, After investigating; students predict that a light in-

Suggesting Possible Solutions. stalled at a crossing will prevent pedestrian accidents.

Based on Data Collected . See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Pradicting/
Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Evaluating Proposed Solutions in
TermS of Practicality, gocial
Values, Efficacy, Aesthetic Values

Trying Out,Various Solutions
and Evaluating the Results,

Testing Hypotheses

4.

Students evaluate costs of installing a new traffic signal,

warning sign,.or crossing guard.

Students use simulation to model the crossing situation
in order to evaluate their proposed cilange.

If a new control is installed at a problem crossing, the
children collect data to determine the effect of the
change.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formu-

lating, Testing HypotheseS.

2u5,
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Communicating and Displaying Data

or Information

Working to Implement Solution(s)
Chosen by the Class

Making Generalizations That Might
Hold True under Similar Circumstances;
Applying Problem-Solving Process to

, Other Real Problems.

I
J

Students draw histograms to show student crossing times

and car gap times.
Students draw a bar graph to show results of opinion

survey.
Students draw scale layout of problem crossing.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing; Scaling.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Communicating,

Displaying Data.
See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Students make presentation of proposed pedestrian cross-

ing changes to traffic authoiity or police.

Students working on Pedestrian Crossings apply skills
acquired to work on Traffic Flow.

Children use graphing skills developed while organizing
data on crossing times for displaying data on other
problems.

See also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Prod67; to

New Problems.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE Iist: Generalizing/Applying

Process to Daily Life.
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ACTIVITIES IN PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS UTILIZING MATHEMATICS

Basic Skills

Classifying/Categorizing

Counting

Computation Using Operations:
1

Addition/Subtraction

Computation Using Operations:

Multiplication/Division

Categorizing characteristics (number of cars, pellestrians,

or stregts intersecting) of pedestrian crossings where
accidents have occurred.

See also SCIENCE list: Classifying.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

Counting,survey data on.opinions of pedestrians.
Counting number of seconds, number of inches, number of

pedestrians while collecting data.
Counting by sets to find scale for graph aices.

Counting votes for determining what solution to recomnend.

Adding one- or two-digit whole numbers to find total

. -tally of cars or total measurement of street length.
Adding minutes,and seconds when timing cars.
Subtracting to find differences between crossing times
'before and after a traffic control is installed.
Subtracting one- or two-digit whole numbers to find ranges

for graph Axes or for measurement da,ta.
Subtracting medians to compare sets of data.

Multiplying whole numbers to find total tally of cars,
total measurement of road length.

Multiplying and dividing to convert feet per second to

miles per hour.
Dividing tO calculate average crossing time, gap time,

speed.
Dividing to calculate ratios of crossing time to gap time,

percentage of children crossing in a certain time or

less, etc.
Using multiplication and division to increase or decrease

measurements for scale drawings, scale models.

113
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Computation Using Operations:
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages

Computation Using Operaiions:
Business and Consumer Mathematics/

Money and Finance

Measuring

Using mixed numbers in making a scale model.
Changing fractions to higher or lower terms (equivalent

fractions) to perform operations sucb as addition and

division.
Using ratios and fractions to convert from feet per

second to miles per hour.
Using ratios to increase or decrease measurements for a

scale drawing or model of an intersection.
Using fractions in measurement, graphing, graphic compari-

sons, scale drawings or models.
Calculating percentage of people favoring particular con-

trols.
Using slope diagrams to compare ratios of crossing times

to gap times.
Calculating actual measurements from scale maps of an in-

tersection using ratio of scale map.
Calculating percentage of students that crossed the street

in ten seconds or less, percentage of cars that sig-
nalled when turning, etc.

le Adding and subtracting dollars and cents to perform cost
analysis on alternative traffic controls.

Multiplying and dividing to perform cost analysis on
alternative qaffic controls.

Gaining experiellce with finance: sources, uses, and
limitations of revenues for traffic controls.

Investigating costs of traffic control equipment vs. use
of equipment.

Converting from yards tofeet, inches to feet, centimeters
to meters.

Using different standard units of measure to measure
distancesof roadways.

Using different measuring tools to measure lengths,

widths of,roadways. '
Reading st4watches, meter sticks, tape measures, trundle

wheels accurately.
See also SCIENCE ist: Measuring/Collecting, Recording

Data.

See also SOCIAL S1IENCE list: Collecting, Recording Data/
Measuring.



Comparing

Estimating/Approximating/
Rounding Off

Organizing Data

0 ; f)
4.,

Comparing quantitative data on crossing times, gap times,
traffic volume, average speed gathered at intersections
with information gathered by traffic officials.

Comparing qualitative information on a problem intersec
tion, gathered from various sources, such as people's

observations and opinions.
Comparing qualitative data gathered from an opinion survey

with quantitative data gathered at the crossing.
Comparing estimated and actual measurements on crossing

time, street length.
Making graphic comparisons of times to cross different

'streets.
Making graphic comparis9ns of ratios of crossing time to

gap time at different times of day.'
Comparing costs of varidus alternative solutions.
Using the concept of greater than and less than in making
comparisons of crossing times or gap times.

See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting"Data.'

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting

Data.

Estimating error in qualitative judgments on crossing
problems when collecting survey data.

Estimating the number of people who will wait for the
WALK light before crossing if a traffic light is in-

stalled.
p Estimating crossing times before collecting data or costs

of traffic controls before checking with authorities.
Estimating traffic flow by eyeballing.
Determining when a measurement of street distance is

likely to be accurate enough for a scale map.
Using approximation in constructing scale models of

traffic lights.
Rounding off data while measuring length,.crossing time,
gap time.

Rounding off data after measuring length,4trossing time,
gap time.

Tallying on bar graphs, histograms.
Ordering real numbers on graph axis.
Ordering the steps in the process of collecting data.
Ordering survey results on opinions about a pedestrian

problem.
Ordering centimeters, seconds, etc.
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Organizing Data (cont.)

Statistical Analysis

Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques

Graphing

I ,

4:

Ordering quantitative data on distances, crossing times,

gap times.

See also SCIEHCE list: Organizing, Processing Data.
4

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing /

Data.

Finding the median in an ordered set of data on crossing

times, gap times.
Taking repeated measurements of street widths and using

the median measurement.
Assessing accuracy of estimate of crossing times for all

pedestrians based on results from student crossing times.
Finding quartileS from ordered data or histogram of cross-

ing times.
Determining the interquartile range of crossing time data.

See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting

Data.

Conducting opinion surveys shout crossing problems; de-
fining data collection methods, makeup and size of

sample.
Devising methods of obtaining quantitative information

about subjective opinions on pedestrian problems.
Evaluating survey methodology, data obtained, size and

type of samples.

See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.

See also SOCUL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpretiw

Data.

Using alternative methods of displaying data on crossing

times.
Making a graph form--dividing axes into parts, deciding

on an appropriate scale.
Representing data on graphs.

Bar graph--plotting individual crossing times.
Histogram--plotting the number of children who

cross the street in certain times.
Conversion graph--plotting feet per second vs.

miles per hour.
Slope diagram--plotting crossing time vs. gap

time at various crossings.
Obtaininglinformation from graphs on crossing times, gap

times.



Graphing (cont.)

gpatial Visualization/Geometry

Areas of Study

Numeration Systems

11

Represnting several sets of data on one graph, e.g.,

crdssing times for individual children at different

intersections.
See also SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicfting, Displaying

Data..

DraWing or cciinstruct1ng,a.M4 or model of a problem

intersection.
Constructing and using a* circle when making a trundle

wheel.
Using standard mensurational formulas such as oircum-

ference (of trundle wheel) ....Tfx diametqx.
Measuring and constructing a scale model ybing rulers

F ,or meter sticks.
Using spatial arrangements to convey information about

an intersection.

Using.metric system in meaturint distances.
Using fractions in measuring feet.
Ustng decimal system in makin cosranalyses of

solutions.

Number System and Properties See Computation Using Operations;

Denominate Numbers/Dimensions See Measuring. '

Scaling Deriving information from seale maps or scale models of a

problem intersection.
Finding an appropriate scale for the scale map or model'.

Using a scale to draw and Make representations in the .

scale map or model.
Making a scale map or model of a problem intersection..

Symmetry/Similarity/Congruence See Spatial VisualizatioU/GeomAry.

Accuracy/Measurement Error/
Es timation/ApproximAlimN

See Measuring and Estimating/Approximatdng/Rounding Off.

4.4
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Graphing/FUnctions See Graphing.

'Fraction/Ratio See Computation Using Operations: Fractions/Ratios/

Percentages.

Maximum and Minimum Values Use slope diagrams to find which crossing is most
dangerous by comparing crossing to gap time ratios."

Finding the traffic control measure that will solve the

problem at minimum cost.

Equivalence/Inequality/Equations See Comparing and Computation Using Operations.

Money/Finance See Computation Using Operations: Business and Consumer

Mathematdcs/Money and Finance.

4
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ACTIVITIES IN PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS UTILIZING SCIENCE

!'s

Process

Observing/Describing

Classifying

Identifying Varii.ables

Defining Variables Operationally

Observing and describing various pedestrian problems in
the vicinity of the school.

Noting that it is herder to cross at certain times of day.
Describing various kinds of traffic controls and how

they are suited to different intersections.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

Classifying intersections as safe or unsafe.
Categorizing trdffic controls by expense, efficiency,

etc.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/
Classifying.

Identifying pedestrian crossing times, car gap times*,

car speed, etc., as things to measure for deter-Mining

the safety or convenience of a crossing.
Identifying car speed or gap time as factors to change
to make the crossing sOer.

Identifying time of day and weatherii as factors to be

held constant.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,

Variables.

Defining gap time as the time between the arrival of
two consecutive cars at an intersection.

Defining time, distance, speed. etc., as used in data
collecting.

Manipulating, Controlling Measuring times of cars or pedestrians at various times

Variables/Experimenting of the day and at different crossings.
Measuring crossing times for different-age groups.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Msnipulating, Controlling

Variables/Experimenting.

f)e)44.,14.,
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Designing and Constructing
Measuring Devices and Equipment

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling

Measuring/Collecting, Recording
Data

Orgenizing, Processing Data

AnalYzing, Interpreting Data

Constructing trundle wheels for measuring distances

outside.

Constructing model traffic lights.

Inferringlfrom the data collected that a crossing is/

unsafe.
Predicting that installing a traffic light will improve

the safety of a crossing.
Designing simulations to try out various possible

solutions.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
, Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

yping a stopwatch to measure crossing times for pedes-
trians or arrival times for cars and recording them,

Measuring distances at the intersection in order to
makvalscale map or model of the area.

Collecting and recording data obtained from simulations.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording
Data/Measuring.

A

Ordering crossing time and gap time data from smallest
to largest.

Tabulattet measurements of the intersection before
making a scale map or model.

Ordering data obtained from simulations.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuting.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing

Data.

Calculating the average or median crossing time or

gap time.
Determining that a crossing is unsafe from the ratio of

gap time to crossing time.
Determining that a particular solution is best from

results of simulations.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical

Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques. k'
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting

Data.



Communicating, Displaying Data

Generalizing/Applying Process to

New Problems

Areas of Study

Measurement

Motion

Speed/Velocity

Circular Motion

Acceleration

Force

Showing data on various types of graphs.
Showing problems and solutions on a scale map or model

of the intersection.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing:,

'See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicating,

Displaying Data.
See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Using knowledge acquiied from working on a crossing

problem to help solve other problems involving traffic.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying

Process to Deily Life.

Using stopwatches to measure arrival times for cars,

speed of cars, and crossing times for pedestrians.
Measuring distances yith trundle wheels, meter'sticks,

yardsticks, and tape measures.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.

Observing and calculAing the speeds of cars and of

pedestrians crossing the street.

Noting that the circular motiOn of car wheels is /
changed to the forward motion of the automobile./

Observing deceleration and acceleration when cars slow
down for a red light and gather speed as they start

up again.
See also Force.

Observing that force must be used to push a trundle

wheel or use a hand saw.

Momentum/Inertid Noting that cars take longer to stop if their initial
speed is greater because of their greater momentum. ,

Observing that objects at rest do not move until a

force acts upon them.
Noting that cars stay in motion at a constant speed

unless.an omiside force acts upon them.
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Friction

Mechanical Work and Energy

\
Solids, LiqUids, and Gaiies

Properties of Matter

Electricitir f

Observing that the road surface becomes heated when
cars stop quickly because friction between the two
surfaces generates heat.

Observing that cars skid more easily on wet spots or
icy patches because smootll surfaces generate less

friction than rough ones.

Observing that pushing trundle wheels or hand saws or

hammering nails requires energy.
Observing that saber saws require less human work to use

than hand saws'because they transform electrical
energy into mechanical energy.

See also Motion and Force.

li

Comparing th properties of lumber and Tri-Wall before
constructi g scale models, trundle wheels, or models
of traffic ights.

Considering effects of time, weather, and usage when
assessing various traffic controls.

Observing that electricity can light bulbs and that
electrical energy can be transformed into light energy.

Causing a bulb to light by making a circuit (when con-
structing a model traffic light).

Observing that electricity does not flow through the
insulation on a wire.

Noting that the light goes on when the switch is closed
and goes off when the switch is open.

Observing that chemical energy stored in a battery can
be transformed into electrical energy.

Observing that no current flows when both positive or
negative ends of two batteries with the same voltap
are placed together.

Observing that bulbs burn brighter when more batteris
with the same voltage are placed together.

Observing that electricity can be transformed into mech-

. anical energy (saber saw), into heat energy (glue
gun), into chemical energy (battery charger).



ACTIVITIES IN PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS UTILIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE

Process

Observing/Describing/Classifying

Identifying Problems, Variables'

Manipulating, Controlling

Variables/Experimenting

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses

Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring

Organizing, Processing Data

. 123

Organizing and classifying sets of ideas or information.
Observing and classifying problems of people trying to

cross the street.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.

t See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/Classifying.

Identifying problems of people crossing the street.
Identifying factors that'affect drivevs, pedestrians

(weather, late for school or work, etc.).

See also SCIENCE list: Identifying Variables.

Conducting opinion survey at different times of d Tor
under different conditions to see if there i change.

See also SCIENCE list: Manipulating, Controll

Variables/Experimenting.

Inferring that a particular intersection is most danger-

ous, based on results from surveys-of pedestrians.
Inferring that A particular type of traffic control is
preferred, based on preference surveys of pedestrians. -

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses.

Using a voting procedure to determinb who is in what
group (if there is a conflict).

See also MATHEMATICS list: Counting, Measuring.

See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording

Data.

Tallying votes to determine which solution to recommend.
Tallying questionnaire survey data on a problem crossing

or on preferences for a solution.
See.also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.

rS'ee also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording

Data.
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Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Communicating:'Displaying Data

Generalizing/Applying Process to

Daily Life

Attitudes/Values

Accepting Responsibility,for Actiona

and Results

Developing Interest and Involvement
in Humap Affairs

Recognizing the Importance of
Individual and Group Contributiona

to Society

Developing Inquisitiveness, Self-
Reliance, and Initiative

(1
40 Li

- Comparing qualitative information gathered fram

views of various groups of people.
Evaluating survey methodology.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical.

Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques.

See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.
/.

Representing survey data on pedes trian probl;mvor

solutions on graphs or charts.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing:

. See also SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying Data.

See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Using knowledge acquired from taking opinion surveys
of pedestrians to help solve other problems where,

attitudes are important.
wlising knowledge acquired while conducting a pedestrian

safety campaign to get people concerned about other
problems, such as litter.

See also SCIENCE li9t: Generalizing/Applying Process

to New Problems. I

Making sure that various tasks, such as data collecting,
making scale models, trundle wheels, etc., are done.

Scheduling and giving presentations to.persons in
authority (principal,,traffic department officials).

Attempting to have warning signs or a crossing $uard

placed at an unsafe.pedestrian crossing.

Recognizing that their improvement of the safety of
a'pedestrian crossing helps others.

ASsessing the effects of group action on school or city

government regulations.

Conducting group sessions.
Finding solutions to problems encountered in addition

to the main problem of the challenge.

,



Deireloping Inquisitivenesi4 Self- Using the telephone to find information, tO get in touch

Reliance, and Initiative (cont.) with officials, etc.
Choosing and developing tlie best way of presenting tco

1
traffic authorities a plan for improving a crossing.

Recognizing the Values of Cooperation, Finaing that work on a crossing irToblem progresses more

Group Work, and Division of Labor rapidly and smoothly when they work in groups.
Eliminating needless overlap,in work.
Finding that work is fun when people cooperate.

Understanding Modes of Inquiry Used Using scientific modes of inquiry to investigate and

in the Sciences, Appreciating Their solve a problem with a dangerous crossing.

Power and Precision Convincing others'through use of supporting data,
graphs, and maps that their improvements to a crossing
are needed and desirable.

Seeing that-various crossing improvements can be
simulated by using a scale model.

See also MATHEMATICS and SCIENCE lists.

kespecting the Views, Thoughts,
and Feelings of Others

Being Opento New Ideas and
Informatiori,

Learning the Importance and
Influence of Values in
Decision Making

Considering all suggestions and assessing their merit.
Considering the opinions of others when proposing a

change for a problem crossing.
Recognizing.and respecting differences in values accord-

ing to age, experience, occupation, income, iliterests,
culture, race, religion, ethnic background.

Considering other ways_of doing.various tasks.
Conducting library research on traffic laws, economics

of controls, etc.
Asking other people for,opintons, ideas, and information

by conducting interviews or surveys.

Realizing that cost effectiveness alone is not sufficient
in considering a solution; effects on people, communi-

ties must also'be considered.
Real-iztng-that pedestrians and motorists have different

values that affect their'preference for light timings
and that both must be considered in any solution.
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Areas of Study

Economics

Geography/Physical Environment

Political Science/Government
Systems

Investigating and analyzing costs of various traffic
controls.

Investigating cost of traffic control equipment vs.
use of equipment and budget constraints.

Gaining experience with finance: sources, uses, and
limitations of revenues for traffic controls.

Investigating differences in problems due to differences
in topography of a region (e.g., problem of putting a
traffiablight on a steep hill where cars have diffi-
culty stopping).

Investigating systems of administration and control;
deciphering role of governing body over the body
that is governed.

Investigating traffic and pedestrian rules and regula-
tions.

Working with school and traffic authorities to discuss
improvements to a problem intersection.

Finding the most effective way to influence decision
making about a pedestrian crossing. .

Recent Local History Investigating previous attempts to improve a dangerous

Social Psychology/Individual and
Group Behavior

crossing.
Investigating frequency and causes of prevfous accidents

at a crossing.

Developing a gimmick for advertising the need for
pedestrian awareness in crossing the street.

Finding the most effective way to approach traffic
authorities about a crossing problem.

Recognizing need for leadership within small and large
groups. Recognizing differing capacities of individuals
for various roles within groups.

Anillyzing the effects of a small group making decisions
for a larger group.

Recognizing differences in behavior when crossing the
street due to differences in age and other factors.
Recognizing that crossing times will vary according to
these factors.

-
%...



Sociology/Social Systems

I.

Investigating problems and making changes that affect
not only themselves, but other students and people in
the community.

Devising a system of working cooperatively in small
and large groups.

Working within established social systems - -he-school or
community - -to promote changes in a crossing.

Recognizing that there are many different social groups
and that one person belongs to more than one social
group.

127
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ACTIVITIES IN PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS UTILIZING LANGUAGE ARTS

Basic Skills

Reading:
Literal Comprehension--Decoding
Words, Sentences, and Paragraphs

Reading:

Critical Reading--Comprehending
Meanings, Interpretation

Oral Language:
Speaking

Oral Language:
Listening

Oral Language:

Memorizing

Decoding words, sentences, an paragraphs while reading

information on traffic regulations, traffic n s,

etc.

Obtaining factual inlormation about traffic controls,
regulations, costs of equipment, etc.

Understanding what is read about traffic controls,
regulations, frosts of equipment.

Interpreting what is read, such as rules and regulations,

costs of equipment.

Offering ideas, suggestions, and criticisms during,
discussions in small group work and class discussions
on problems and proposed solutions.

Reporting to class on data-collecting, graphing, map-
drawing activitieä of small groups.

Responding to criticisms of activities.
Preparing, practicing, and giving effective oral presen-

tations as part of the solution to the challenge:
Preparing, practicing, and giving skits, slide/tape

shows, public addres nouncements, etc., promoting

pedestrian safe .

-using the telephone properly and effectively to obtain
information about crossings, traffic controls, costs,

etc.

Conducting opinion surveys on crossing problems.
Using rules of grammar in speaking.

Conducting interviews of pedestrians; merchants,
authorities.

Following spoken directions.

Memorizing portions of oral presentations on a crossing
problem/ and proposed solutions:



It

Written Langbage: Using correct spelling in writing reports, letters to
Spelling authorities proposing solutions to a crossing problem.

*
Written Language:

Grammar--Punctuation, Syntax, Usage

Written Language:
Composition

Study Skills:
Outlining/Organizing

Study Skills:
Using References and Resourdes

Attitudes/Values

Appreciating the Value of
Expressing Ideas Through
Speaking and Writing

Using rules of grammar in writing reports or letters.

Writing to communicate effectively:
preparing written reports and letters using'no es,
data, graphs, etc., communicating need for p o
posed changes at a problem crossing

writing slogans, skits, videotape skits, poste
etc., promoting pedestrian safety

writing opinion surveys for pedestrians, devising
questions to elicit desired information; judging
whether a question is relevant and whether its
meaning is clear.

Taking notes when consulting authorities or books about
traffic controls, traffic rules, costs, etc.

Developing opinion survey for pedestrians; ordering
questions around central themes, such as crossing
problems or possible solutions.

Planning presentations., data collection schemes, etc.
Planning and preparing drafts of letters, reports for

critical review by the class before final copy is
written.

Organizing ideas facts, data for inclusion_in letters,
reports, presentations, etc.

Using the library to research information on traffic
controls, laws, etc.

Inviting a traffic authority to speak to tha class and
answer questions for them.

Using indexes and tables of contents of books to locate
desired information.-

Using "How To" Cards for information on graphing, using
a stopwatch, etc.

Finding that traffic officials may be persuaded to install
a crossing guard or warning sign when presented with
definite, documented reasons for doing so.

2
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Appreciating the Value of
Written Resources

Developing an Interest in
Reading and Writing

Making 'Judgments Concerning
What is Read

-Appreciating the Value of
Difterent Forms of Writing,
Different Forms of Communication

Finding Oat certain desired,information can be found in

booksibn regulations, trafhc, etc.

Willingly looking up information on costs, regulations,

etc.
Looking up more detailed information on costs, regula-

tions,,etc.
Showing desire to work on 'drafting letters, reports,

scripting skits, videotapes; etc.
;

Deciding whether what is read is applicable to the par-

ticular problem.
Deciding how reliable the information obtained from

reading is.
Deciding whether the written material is appropriate,
whether it says what it is supposed to say, whether it

may need improvement.

Finding that how information can be best conveyed is'
determined in part by the audience to whom it is
directed.

Finding that certain data or information can be best
conveyed by writing it down, preparing graphs or
charts, etc.

Finding that certain data or information should be
written down so that it can be referred to at a later
time.

Finding that spoken instructions are sometimes better
than written instructions, and vice versa.


